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Summary 

 

Recent reports state that worldwide about 50-80% of the warm-water coral reefs have been 

harmed, and about 25% irreversibly damaged from direct human pressures. Poor coastal 

management results in overfishing and elevated river discharge of sediment, nutrients and 

pollutants. The effects of sedimentation on reef-building corals are well documented, as 

previous studies focused mostly on the coral response. The processes of how sediment 

actually damages corals, and the role of contrasting sediment properties have remained poorly 

understood. In this study we therefore focused on the sediments and investigated the harming 

processes. Our central hypothesis was that bacteria play a crucial role in the damage that 

sediment causes to corals.  

In summary, this work revealed that harmful effects of sediment exposure on reef-building 

warm-water corals are tightly linked to sediment properties, primarily the percentage of silt 

grains, the organic matter content and the microbial activity. A chain reaction of microbial 

degradation processes starting with oxygen depletion and pH decrease, followed by increased 

sulfide concentrations, resulted in the rapid death of the entire sediment-covered coral. An 

increase of 3-5% of total organic carbon in the sediment was enough to trigger the deadly 

cascade, killing the coral within one day. Hence, the exposure to fine sediment enriched in 

organic matter is particularly dangerous for coral reefs. The new submersible microsensor 

system DOMS proved itself as a valuable instrument to gain environmentally relevant 

information about in situ microprocesses in shallow water ecosystems, an area of research that 

was previously not amenable to flexible and easily replicated field measurements. 

 

We tested the effect of different types of natural sediments on the photosynthetic activity of 

the coral Montipora peltiformis (Chapter 3), and on the fertilisation rates of the coral 

Acropora millepora (Chapter 2). Adult corals covered with medium sand, fine sand or 

organic-poor silt were not affected, but corals covered with organic-rich silt died within one 

day. The coral health status correlated most with the organic matter content and the grain size 

fraction of the ten sediment types tested. It was to a lesser extent related to the measured 

sedimentation rate, sedimentation volume, or light transmission, and unrelated to the 

concentrations of trace elements and metals found in the sediments (Chapter 3). Fertilisation 

rates of A. millepora were lowest in gametes simultaneously exposed to suspended sediment 

with the smallest average grain size and highest dissolved inorganic nutrient levels. Coral 

fertilisation was not reduced by exposure to elevated dissolved nutrients only, or by exposure 
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to low concentrations of suspended sediments. A significant interaction between the effects of 

salinity, suspended sediment and nutrients was shown, when salinity was <30 ppt (Chapter 2).  

As organic-rich sediments are also rich in microbes, we investigated if microbial processes 

play an important role in the mechanisms harming sediment-covered corals. For the coral M. 

peltiformis a microbially mediated cascade in the sediment layer was documented that led to 

coral death. We exposed coral fragments to natural reef sediment (containing 12.5 μg TOC g
-1 

DW) enriched with organic matter derived from natural concentrated seawater plankton, at 

environmentally relevant concentrations (up to + 0.6 μg TOC g
-1 

DW). After being covered 

by the sediment, first necrotic areas of square millimetre size were detected within one or two 

days, depending on the content of organic matter in the sediment. Contrary to our expectation, 

sulfide from sulfate reduction rates was not the inducer of the tissue necrosis. Immediately 

after accumulation of the sediment on the coral, the degradation of sedimentary organic 

matter depleted oxygen to zero and decreased the pH to 7. Although sulfide was also 

increased by sulfate reduction, it was not high enough to kill the coral. A simulation 

experiment revealed that anoxia combined with pH 7 was enough to kill the coral within one 

day. The corals survived anoxia at pH 8.2 for the entire exposure time of four days. This 

experiment also showed that concentrations of sulfide two orders of magnitude higher than 

measured are needed to kill the coral within one day. However after the initial killing 

microbially mediated sulfide release from the necrotic tissue accelerated the damage of the 

neighbouring coral polyps, and set off further necrosis and sulfide release. We showed that 

this cascade could kill the entire sediment-covered coral in less than one day (Chapter 4).  

 

During this thesis technical development and major extensions of methods were needed. 

Working with the hydrogen sulfide microsensor resulted in an improvement of the existing 

calibration protocol (Chapter 8). The “2-way-calibration-method” was developed to determine 

the precise dissociation constant pK1 for total sulfide. For a commonly used calibration buffer 

we observed that the previously used pK1 compared to the newly determined pK1, results in 

an error of ± 30% deviance in the H2S concentration. We confirmed that the sensor is 

sensitive to ionic strength and temperature, and recommend to calibrate the sensor not in a 

buffer, but in the same media in which the profiling will be done, but to acidify it to pH <4  

(no pK1 needed). 

The development of the new diver-operated microsensor system (DOMS) resulted in an easy-

to-use instrument for shallow water applications (Chapter 5). The stand with a ball-head and 

the interactive capacities of the logger allow for a totally flexible positioning of the motorized 
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microsensor and an adjustable use of the measuring protocol. On land and in the water the 

system is transported in a small compact suitcase, giving the diver autonomy and flexibility to 

find the best study site. The high-speed measuring amplifiers allow to measure rapid 

dynamics (<0.5 s) as needed e.g. for photosynthesis studies. For that purpose we modified the 

light-dark-shift gross photosynthesis measurement method, for which complete darkening of 

the sample is necessary. The light-shade shift method allows the quantification of the gross 

photosynthesis with microsensors at the ambient light intensity from 4-5 light transition 

measurements by shading the sample. The total exclusion of light is not needed for this 

method, and thus it is more readily applicable in situ, where, during day light, complete 

sample darkening is practically very difficult to achieve (Chapter 6). It is often debated 

whether findings from tank experiments are artefacts due to unnatural conditions. We used the 

DOMS to compare laboratory tank measurements with field measurements from sediment-

covered corals (Chapter 4), and, in a cooperation project, from the sponge Dysidea avara that 

had unexpectedly shown anoxic conditions in the tissue (Chapter 7). The results obtained by 

the in situ measurements confirmed concepts based on laboratory studies. 
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Zusammenfassung 

 

Durch direkte anthropogene Einflüsse sind weltweit 50-80% der Warmwasser-Korallenriffe 

beschädigt, und ungefähr 25% irreversibel zerstört. Ungenügendes Küstenzonenmanagement 

führt zu Überfischung und erhöhten Einträgen von Sediment, Nährstoffen und Schadstoffen 

durch Flüsse. Der Einfluss von Sediment auf riffbildende Korallen ist gut dokumentiert, da 

sich vorangegangene Studien meist auf die Reaktion der Koralle konzentrierten. Die Prozesse 

wie Sediment die Korallen schädigt, und die Rolle unterschiedlicher Sedimentparameter sind 

nur wenig untersucht. In dieser Studie legten wir den Schwerpunkt auf die Sedimente und 

untersuchten die schädigenden Prozesse. Unsere Haupthypothese war, dass Bakterien einen 

entscheidenden Anteil an diesen auf die Koralle schädlich wirkenden Prozessen haben. 

Diese Arbeit zeigte, dass die schädigenden Effekte durch Sedimentation auf Korallen eng mit 

den Sedimentparametern wie dem Anteil an Siltpartikeln, dem organischen Gehalt und der 

mikrobiellen Aktivität verknüpft sind. Eine Kettenreaktion mikrobieller 

Degradationsprozesse, beginnend mit rascher Sauerstoffzehrung und einem sofortigen pH-

Abfall, gefolgt von ansteigender Sulfidkonzentration, brachte die gesamte sedimentbedeckte 

Koralle in einem Tag zum Absterben. Eine Erhöhung des organischen 

Gesamtkohlenstoffgehalts von 3-5% genügte, um diese tödliche Kaskade in Gang zu bringen. 

Das während dieser Arbeit neu entwickelte Mikrosensorinstrument DOMS erwies sich für die 

Untersuchung von umweltrelevanten Mikroprozessen in Flachwasserökosystemen als sehr 

geeignet. Ein solch flexibles und hoch auflösendes Instrument stand bisher für solche 

Feldmessungen nicht zur Verfügung. 

 

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit untersuchten wir die Wirkung von verschiedenen natürlichen 

Sedimenten auf die Photosyntheseaktivität der Koralle Montipora peltiformis (Kapitel 3), und 

auf die Fertilisationsrate der Koralle Acropora millepora (Kapitel 2). Adulte Korallen waren 

nicht beeinträchtigt, wenn sie mit Mittelsand, Feinsand oder organikarmem Silt bedeckt 

waren. Waren die Korallen mit organikreichem Silt bedeckt starben sie innerhalb eines Tages. 

Die Photosyntheseaktivität korrelierte am stärksten mit dem organischen Gehalt und mit der 

Korngrößenklasse der 10 getesteten Sedimente. Sie korrelierte weniger mit der 

Sedimentationsrate, dem Sedimentationsvolumen, oder der Lichtdurchlässigkeit. Und sie 

korrelierte nicht mit dem Gehalt an Spurenelementen und Metallen, die in den Sedimenten 

gemessen wurden (Kapitel 3). Die Fertilisationsraten in den Gameten waren am niedrigsten, 

wenn diese gleichzeitig suspendiertem Sediment der kleinsten Korngröße und der höchsten 
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Konzentration von gelösten anorganischen Nährstoffen ausgesetzt waren. Die Befruchtung 

war nicht beeinflusst wenn die Gameten nur mit erhöhten Nährstoffen, oder mit niedrigen 

Konzentrationen von suspendiertem Sediment inkubiert wurden. Wenn die Salinität unter 30 

ppt blieb, wurden signifikante Interaktionen zwischen der Wirkung suspendierten Sediments, 

der gelösten Nährstoffe und der Salinität gemessen (Kapitel 2). 

Da organikreiches Sediment auch reich an Mikroben ist, haben wir untersucht, ob mikrobielle 

Prozesse in der Sedimentschicht auf der adulten Koralle eine Rolle bei deren Schädigung 

spielen. Wir haben Korallenstücke natürlichem Riffsediment (mit 12,5 μg TOC g
-1 

DW) 

ausgesetzt, welches in umweltrelevanten Konzentrationen (+ 0,6 μg TOC g
-1 

DW) mit 

organischem Material angereichert war. Der Zusatz an organischem Material wurde aus 

natürlichem konzentriertem Plankton hergestellt. Erste Millimeter große Stellen 

abgestorbenen Gewebes wurden, abhängig von der Konzentration des organischen Materials, 

nach ein bis zwei Tagen detektiert. Entgegen unserer Erwartung war nicht Sulfid aus dem 

Prozess der Sulfatreduktion der Auslöser für das Absterben. Auf Grund des Abbaus des 

sedimentären organischen Materials war der Gehalt an Sauerstoff direkt nach dem Absetzen 

des Sediments auf der Koralle gleich Null und der pH auf 7 abgesunken. Obwohl der Gehalt 

an Sulfid durch Sulfatreduktion anstieg, war die Konzentration nicht hoch genug, um die 

Koralle zu töten. In einem Simulationsexperiment konnte gezeigt werden, dass Anoxie 

kombiniert mit pH 7 ausreichend war, um die Koralle binnen eines Tages irreversibel zu 

schädigen. Anoxie bei pH 8,2 hingegen schädigte die Koralle während vier Tagen nicht. 

Dieses Experiment zeigte außerdem, dass Sulfid in um zwei Größenordnungen höherer 

Konzentration notwendig gewesen wäre, um die Koralle binnen eines Tages zu töten. Nach 

dem initialen Absterben von kleinen Stellen, wurde totes Korallengewebe sofort abgebaut und 

dadurch Sulfid in höheren Konzentrationen frei. Dies tötete dann die Nachbarpolypen und 

beschleunigte so das Absterben. Wir konnten zeigen, dass diese Kaskade die gesamte 

sedimentbedeckte Fläche binnen weniger als einem Tag irreversibel schädigen kann 

(Kapitelx4). 

 

Während dieser Arbeit waren technische Entwicklungen und Erweiterungen von bestehenden 

Methoden nötig. Die Arbeit mit dem Schwefelwasserstoff-Mikrosensor ergab eine weit 

reichende Verbesserung des bestehenden Protokolls bezüglich der Sensorkalibrierung 

(Kapitel 8). Für die präzise Bestimmung der Dissoziationskonstante pK1 haben wir die so 

genannte „2-Weg-Kalibrier-Methode“ entwickelt. Bei der Sensorkalibrierung mit dem 

herkömmlichen Puffer und dem bislang verwendeten pK1 gegenüber dem von uns neu 
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bestimmten pK1 stellten wir eine Abweichung von ± 30% fest. Wir konnten bestätigen, dass 

der Sensor empfindlich auf die Ionenstärke und die Temperatur reagiert und empfehlen, den 

Sensor nicht in dem herkömmlichen Puffer, sondern in dem Medium, worin später die 

Messungen gemacht werden, zu kalibrieren. Das Medium sollte außerdem auf pH <4 

angesäuert werden (kein pK1 mehr nötig). 

Die Entwicklung des neuen Taucher-betriebenen Mikrosensorsystems (DOMS) ergab ein 

einfach zu handhabendes Instrument für Flachwassereinsätze (Kapitel 5). Eine totale 

Flexibilität für die Positionierung des Mikrosensors wird durch das Stativ mit einem 

Kugelkopf erreicht. Der interaktive Datenlogger erlaubt jederzeit den Zugriff auf das 

Messprotokoll. An Land wie auch im Wasser wird das System in einem kleinen handlichen 

Koffer transportiert, so dass der Taucher autonom und flexibel ist, um den besten Platz zum 

Messen zu finden. Die hochempfindlichen Messverstärker ermöglichen Messungen von sich 

schnell ändernden Konzentrationen (<0.5 s). Dies wird z.B. für Bruttophotosynthese-

messungen mit Sauerstoffmikrosensoren nach der Licht-Dunkel-Methode benötigt. Die Probe 

muss dabei komplett abdunkelt werden, was im Feld bei Tageslicht nur schwer möglich ist. 

Für diese Anwendung haben wir die Licht-Schatten-Methode entwickelt. Diese ermöglicht 

die Quantifizierung der Bruttophotosynthese bei Tageslicht mittels 4-5 Übergangsmessungen, 

bei welchen die Probe verschieden stark beschattet wird, aber nicht abdunkelt werden muss 

(Kapitel 6). Es wird immer wieder diskutiert, ob Aquarienversuche im Labor zu Artefakten in 

den Messergebnissen führen, da die natürlichen Bedingungen nur bedingt simuliert werden 

können. Mit dem DOMS haben wir Labormessungen direkt mit Feldmessungen vergleichen 

können. Dies haben wir an sedimentbedeckten Korallen (Kapitel 4), und in einem 

Kooperationsprojekt an dem Schwamm Dysidea avara, in dessen Gewebe unerwartet 

anoxische Bedienungen gemessen wurden, durchgeführt (Kapitel 7). Die im Feld erhobenen 

Messdaten konnten die im Labor gewonnenen Ergebnisse bestätigen. 
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Introduction 

 

In this study we investigated how sediment damages reef-building warm water corals. Central 

in this thesis was the hypothesis that bacteria are important for the death of sediment-covered 

corals. We determined the geophysical properties of different sediments, their chemical 

composition, their microbial communities and the biogeochemical processes within the 

sediment, and related those to the health status of the corals. A multi-method approach was 

chosen which is outlined at the end of this chapter. For the experimental work in the coral reef 

a new submersible microsensor system was developed that was further applied in studies in 

related fields.  

 

Because this is an interdisciplinary study, the introduction is broad, ranging from coral 

physiology, reef ecology and geography, to sedimentology, biogeochemistry, and 

microbiology, and to human impacts and coastal management. This chapter therefore also 

contains a literature overview of side topics. To underline in which context the chapters 2-8 

stand to each other, the chapter number is given in brackets each time at the corresponding 

part of the introduction. 

 

1. Warm-water coral reefs 

Coral reefs are made from organisms that build calcium carbonate skeletons. The main warm 

water reef-builders are Scleractinia, also called stony corals, and calcareous algae. The 

majority of Scleractinia are colonial cnidarians that are marine animals living in symbiosis 

with phototrophic dinoflagellates, called zooxanthellae. During the day the zooxanthellae 

supply the symbiontic consortium with photosynthates as oxygen and organics 

(carbohydrates, amino acids, and mainly lipids), and the particle-feeding polyps supply the 

algae with inorganic nutrients. Light respiration in corals is about 80% of their net 

photosynthesis (Kühl et al. 1995, Al-Horani et al. 2003), which supplies energy for e.g. 

calcification and growth. Calcification of the coral is highest during the day because of the 

coupling to photosynthesis. Particularly at night corals catch planktonic organisms for food 

with their tentacles (Chapter 3-6). 

Most corals reproduce sexually once a year by external fertilization (Harrison et al. 1984). 

The period from fertilisation to larval settlement lasts from a few days to maximally six 

weeks (Schuhmacher 1991) (Chapter 2). 
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Warm-water coral reefs are regarded as the most diverse and very productive shallow water 

marine ecosystems (Smith 1978, Roberts et al. 2002). With an area of 284300 km
2
 they cover 

about 1.2% of the world’s continental shelf (Spalding et al. 2001), and are found along 

coastlines in tropical and subtropical regions. Corals with zooxanthellae are restricted by the 

light availability and grow between 0 and 100 m depth. However, high coral cover and 

diversity are documented from nearshore turbid waters to offshore clear waters such as along 

the Great Barrier Reef in Australia (DeVantier 2006). Coral reefs tolerate salinities between 

30 and 44 ppt and are usually not found in the direct influence of large rivers discharging 

episodically or constantly freshwater, such as e.g. the Amazon River (Schuhmacher 1991, 

Veron 2000). Corals can tolerate seawater temperatures from about 16 to 35°C. For optimal 

growth 25 to 30°C are needed. Cold- and warm-water currents shape the biogeography of 

coral reefs. In upwelling regions like at the west coasts of Africa and South America 

temperatures are too low, whereas warm currents let reefs grow in subtropical regions like 

Bermuda or South Australia (Fig. 1).  

 

 

Figure 1. The red dots on this map 

show the global distribution of 

warm-water coral reefs. The 

majority of reefs are located 

between the 30° northern and 30° 

southern latitude. Some coral reefs 

grow further north or south because 

of warm-water currents (modified 

from NOAA). 

 

The Great Barrier Reef (GBR), our study site, is the world’s largest warm-water coral reef 

complex, and listed as marine World Heritage Area. It is about 2300 km long, ranging from 

10° northern to 24° southern latitude, and consists of nearly 3000 reefs. Since 1975 the GBR 

is a Marine Park, which is divided in four sections called “Far Northern”, “Northern”, 

“Central” and “Southern” Section (Fig. 2).  

 

A healthy, productive and biodiverse GBR is an essential part of Australia’s international 

“brand”. Reef-associated tourism, commercial fishing, cultural and recreational activity is 

worth about US$3.7 x 10
9
 per year (Access Economics 2007). Worldwide coral reefs have an 

immense overall ecological and economical importance. It is estimated that warm-water coral 

reefs as an ecosystem provide US$375 x 10
9
 each year (Costanza et al. 1997). 15% of all 
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humans live within 100 km of coral reefs and depend partly or completely on their well-being 

(Pomerance 1999). Reefs provide natural coastal protection, are attractive for tourism, are 

valuable for commercial fisheries, harbour potentially important natural products for 

mankind, and are ecosystems with the highest marine biodiversity (Burke et al. 1998, Carte 

1996, Roberts et al. 2002). It is estimated that about 10% of the reef biodiversity, including 

viruses, bacteria and fungi, is known (Reaka-Kudla et al. 1997), and that only a small fraction 

of the biochemistry is tested for useful active compounds, of interest e.g. for medicine, 

science or cosmetics (Adey 2000). 

 

 

Figure 2. The GRB is located along the northeast 

coast of Australia, stretching out for 2300 km in 

length. It is a Marine Park, a World Heritage 

Area, and home of nearly 3000 warm-water coral 

reefs (modified from Google maps). 

 

Recent reports state that about 50-80% of the reefs have been harmed, and about 25% 

irreversibly damaged (Wilkinson 2002, 2004, 2008). The estimations for the future are that 

60% of all coral reefs could be lost by the year 2030 (EC 2008), and 32% of stony coral 

species might be extinct (Carpenter et al. 2008). Coral reefs survived natural impacts like 

cyclones, sea level changes, bleaching (release of zooxanthellae) events and Crown-of-Thorns 

starfish mass appearances since the Triassic (200 x 10
6
 years ago) (Veron 2000). Today coral 

reefs face additional anthropogenically caused impacts.  

Global threats are ocean acidification and global warming. They possibly decrease 

calcification below sustainable rates by 2050 (Hoegh-Guldberg 2007, De’ath et al. 2009), and 

increase the intensity and frequency of mass coral bleaching (Hoegh-Guldberg 1999). Local 

threats include dynamite fishing, damage by anchors, ship groundings and diving tourism. 

Regional problems arise from overfishing, metals from mining, oil spills, and pollution with 

agrochemicals, sewage, warming by power plants, nutrients, and sediment (overview in 

Dubinsky & Stambler 1996, Wilkinson 2004). Reefs are more threatened by direct human 

pressures from poor coastal management resulting in river discharge of more sediment, 

nutrients and pollutants or overfishing, than by global climate change (Wilkinson 2004, 
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Kleypas & Eakin 2007). In fact, nowadays the effects of coastal development by urbanisation 

and agriculture on coral reefs are regarded as the most damaging impacts (Burke et al. 1998, 

Fabricius 2005). 

 

 

Figure 3. On the left picture is an intact reef located in coastal waters of the far northern Great Barrier Reef. In 

the catchment on land the natural vegetation is predominant. On the right picture is an impacted reef close to an 

urbanised coastal area in North Queensland, Australia. 

 

Typical examples for coral reefs threatened by human pressure are found at the northeast 

coast of Australia (Fig. 3). Since European settlement 200 year ago coastal development 

caused drastic change in the natural vegetation also along the GBR. In the “Northern” and 

“Central Section” of the GBR about 85% of the natural vegetation is removed due to intensive 

agriculture. The “Far Northern Section” is hardly inhabited and the natural vegetation mostly 

remained (Fig. 4) (Furnas 2003). Depending on the distance to shore the GBR is zoned in 

“nearshore”, mid-shelf”, and “offshore” reefs. Nearshore reefs include 900 reefs within 20 km 

off the coast. Four consecutive “Status of Coral Reefs of the World” reports conclude that 

nearshore reefs in the “Northern” and “Central Section” are under acute threat due to changes 

in the catchments (Wilkinson 1998, 2000, 2002, 2004) (Fig. 5) (Chapter 2-4). 

 

Following intensive changes in land-use, increased sediment input (Maede 1972, McCulloch 

2003) and an accumulation of terrestrial sediment in coral reefs has been observed at various 

places (Nemeth & Nowlis 1999, Brooks et al. 2007, Ryan et al. 2008). The imported sediment 

was finer, and had a higher content of organic matter than the autochthonous reef sediment, 

originating from skeletons of calcifying organisms (Ryan et al. 2008). In Micronesia and in 

Australia direct observations could be made when after road constructions fine soil was 
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imported to the reef by runoff, quickly smothering and killing reef organisms (Hopley et al. 

1983, Fabricius et al. 2007) (Chapter 3-4). 

 

 

Figure 4. The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is divided in four sections: “Far Northern”, “Northern”, “Central” 

and “Southern” GBR Section. The upper pictures show the catchment of the “Far Northern Section”, where 

mainly natural vegetation remained. The lower pictures show the catchment of the developed “Northern 

Section”, where about 15% of the natural vegetation remained (modified from Furnas 2003 and AIMS. Photos 

K. Fabricius). 

 

2. Sediment on the continental shelf 

The definition of sediment commonly follows a pure geoscientific approach. It describes 

unconsolidated rock fragments or minerals that were deposited by the action of wind, ice, and 

water, or by chemical and biological processes. In this thesis, the broadest possible definition 

is used and sediment is defined as “matter that settles to the bottom of a liquid” (Oxford 

English Dictionary). In nature sediment is far more than the suspended mineral particles that 

are eventually deposited. Besides mineral particles, sediment also contains pollutants and 

organic matter such as detritus, exopolymeric substances and living organisms. Chemicals 

adsorb to the minerals, altering their properties. Different salinities change solubility leading 

to the precipitation, adsorption or leaching of substances. Natural particles coagulate 

depending on their organic coating and ambient salinity (Gibbs 1983). Microorganisms settle 

on particles, coating them with biofilms. Some bacteria may use substances from the mineral 
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phase, e.g. iron, or significantly modify the chemical microenvironment by the release of 

exudates such as mucus. These "living particles" become trapped in mucous substances 

released by planktonic microalgae. Biological and physico-chemical processes cause the 

flocculation of particular matter to larger aggregates (Edzwald et al. 1974), known as marine 

snow (Alldredge & Silver 1988), a microcosm of its own (Chapter 2-4). 

 

 

Figure 5. The coastal waters of northern 

Queensland in Australia are impacted by 

coastal development. A risk evaluation of the 

marine ecosystems by the “Ecosystem Risk 

Index” is shown in this map. Nearshore areas 

close to bigger towns and catchments of large 

rivers are ranked as at high risk. Under 

minimal concern are areas far away from the 

coast and along catchments with remaining 

natural vegetation (modified from Devlin et 

al. 2003 and GBRMPA). 

 

This scenario results in a variety of sediment types, characterized by different properties such 

as e.g. mineral origin, organic matter content, total organic carbon, nitrogen, and 

phosphorous, the microbial community, sedimentation rate and volume, and grain size 

distribution. Sediment can be characterised by sorting the particles into different grain size 

fractions, e.g. with a series of sieves. The most commonly known sediment categories are 

gravel, sand, silt and clay. Sand includes grains between 63-2000 μm and silt includes all 

grains between 3.9-63 μm. Further divisions are made within the sand fraction: very coarse, 

coarse, medium and fine sand; and within the silt fraction: coarse, medium, fine and very fine 

silt (Wentworth 1922). Depending on their grain size, sediment particles carry adsorbed and 

particulate nutrients and contaminants. Silty sediment particles have higher adsorption 

capacities than sandy particles, transporting higher amounts of biocides, metals and nutrients 
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(Alkhatib & Castor 2000, Cantwell et al. 2002). Also a higher diversity of the microbial 

community is associated with smaller grain size (Sessitisch et al. 2001) (Chapter 2-4). 

 

On land silt gets easily washed out during rainfalls, or in the water, resuspended during 

moderate turbulences, and then it can be transported over large distances (McCave 1972, 

Crocket & Nittouer 2004). New terrestrial fine sediments are imported into coastal 

ecosystems by river discharge, also called runoff. In many rivers 90% of the sediment 

discharge occurs in 10% of the time (Maede 1972). Thus runoff is an irregular phenomenon, 

occurring in events. Since European settlement in Australia sediment input increased up to 4-

10 times, phosphorous input up to 3-15 and nitrogen input up to 2-4 times (overview in Neil 

et al. 2002, Furnas 2003). High nutrient and sediment concentrations in the rivers are reached 

after rainfall and thereafter in flood plumes reaching the reefs (Nemeth & Nowlis 1999, 

Mitchell et al. 2005) (Fig. 6). In cores drilled from corals it was shown that since 200 years 

increased amounts of sediment have reached the reefs (McCullow 2003), and that mostly 

nearshore reefs were affected (Lough 2002). However, sediment source studies and recent 

satellite pictures revealed that flood plumes sporadically reach offshore reefs and that this 

impact has been underestimated so far (Deslarzes & Lugo-Fernández 2007, Devlin & Brodie 

2005). The residence time of dissolved nutrients in the water column exceeds the flooding 

event by up to ten months. Because of this, primary production followed by marine snow 

development is promoted for prolonged periods (Luick et al. 2007, Wolanski et al. 2007). 

 

 

Figure 6. The pictures on the left show the mouth of the Herbert River nearby Ingham in North-Queensland, 

Australia. The river carries A) clear water before and B) murky water after heavy rainfalls. C) The picture on the 

right shows a major runoff event, bringing nutrients and sediments into the coastal area. Such flood plumes 

occur mainly during the wet season (November to April) (modified from Johnson & Murray 1997 and 

GBRMPA). 
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Where the turbulence intensities decrease the marine snow particles can more easily settle, 

thus this will especially happen in areas sheltered from currents and waves. During runoff 

events most aggregates settle in the estuary and the nearby nearshore reefs (Wolanski et al. 

2003, Victor et al. 2006). Within a coral reef sedimentation is highest in areas sheltered from 

waves or in deeper reef parts and lowest in shallow wave-exposed areas (Wolanski et al. 

2005). In coastal areas particulate matter is subject to wind-driven resuspension and 

deposition several times before it is deposited in deeper waters. South-easterly winds generate 

regular wave-induced shear stress and resuspension in the GBR lagoon (Larcombe et al. 1995, 

Orpin et al. 1999). Coastal ecosystems experience sedimentation stress far more often from 

wave-driven resuspension than from flood plumes (Furnas 2003). Short-term sedimentation at 

nearshore reefs in the GBR can then reach 120-210 mg cm
-2

 d
-1

 concentrated within a few 

hours (Hopley et al. 1983, Larcombe et al. 2001) (Fig. 7). Sedimentation rates measured in 

different coral reefs of the world were between 10 to 500 mg cm
-2

 d
-1

 (Bastidas et al. 1999, 

Cortes & Risk 1985, Victor et al. 2006). In stagnant water most marine suspended matter 

sinks with a velocity of 0.1-0.3 cm s
-1

 (Gibbs 1985, Wolanski et al. 1998), reaching 10 m 

water depth within 1-3 hours. Settling of marine snow is accelerated by a factor of 10 when 

silt grains become incorporated (Wolanski et al. 2003) (Chapter 2-5). 

 

In marine snow aggregates active phytoplankton (Kovac et al. 2005) and aerobic 

heterotrophic bacterial communities are present (Ploug et al. 1997, Rath et al. 1998, Kiørboe 

2003). In shelf areas the microbial community of marine snow does not degrade all organic 

carbon during the sedimentation event, and about 80% of the totally produced organic matter 

reaches the shelf seafloor (Jørgensen 1996). At the seafloor the degradation of organic matter 

in the settled sediment continues rapidly by aerobic and anaerobic processes releasing 

inorganic nutrients. Degradation of dead cells is a very complex process involving hydrolysis 

and fermentation of many different compounds by a large diversity of specialized bacteria. 

Under oxic conditions aerobic respiration is the main degradation process (Gibson 1984). 

Under anoxic conditions denitrification, manganese, iron, and sulfate reduction, and 

methanogenesis occur (Fröhlich et al. 1979, Fenchel & Finlay 1995) (Fig. 8). Different 

respiration reactions can co-occur, e.g. iron with sulfate reduction and methanogenesis. In 

tropical seas nitrate concentrations are so low that denitrification is possibly insignificant for 

mineralization (Capone et al. 1992, Miyajima et al. 2001). Manganese and iron reduction are 

depending on physical disturbance of sediments (e.g. by bioturbation) and control the 

oxidation processes in the suboxic zone (Canfield et al. 2005). In marine shelf sediments 
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>50% of the carbon mineralisation occurs by sulfate reduction (Jørgensen 1982). This leads to 

a high hydrogen sulfide production, H2S being a highly toxic agent (National Research 

Council 1979). Its production is enhanced by anthropogenic pollution via river discharge 

(Sorokin 1978). However, sulfide rarely escapes the sediments in measurable quantities, 

because microbial and geochemical processes scavenge it efficiently in the suboxic zone 

(Jørgensen & Nelson 2004). Nevertheless the microbial degradation of organic matter in 

sediments and the development of toxic metabolites, as we suggest, might play a crucial role 

for reef organisms getting smothered with such kinds of sediment (Chapter 2-4). 

 

 

Figure 7. This illustration shows the relationships of the coastal water flow regime in the Great Barrier Reef, 

Australia. It includes the wind-wave stress, the wind-driven currents, and the 20 m depth zone of frequent 

resuspension. The pictures on the right side illustrate the turbid coastal waters at nearshore reefs after wave-

induced resuspension (modified from Furnas 2003). 

 

Increased nutrient and sediment loads are tightly linked and therefore have a high potential of 

harming the coastal ecosystems of the GBR World Heritage Area (Wilkinson 2004). 
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However, whether the harming potential is linked to the composition or simply to the amount 

of runoff or resuspended material is still under scientific and political debate. Frequent 

criticism on the scientific work was that laboratory studies would not mirror the “real world” 

and field data would to a large extend be missing (Williams 2001, Neil et al. 2002). Such 

debates lead to uncertainty for coastal management action and to the postponement of 

protective measures, while sediment, nutrient and contaminant discharge into the GBR lagoon 

is increasing (Brodie et al. 2001) (Chapter 2-7). 

 

 

Figure 8. Metabolic pathways of organic matter degradation and their mostly used C-sources are listed. 

Examples of known prokaryotes performing the corresponding pathway are named. Note that rare, more specific 

and interconnections between pathways were omitted for clarity and can be found in e.g. Madigan & Martinko 

2006 (modified from Capone & Kiene 1988, Jørgensen 2006, Madigan & Martinko 2006) 
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3. How sediment damages corals: a hypothesis 

Numerous sessile organisms, such as macroalgae, sponges, and corals, cannot escape 

sediment exposure. They are impaired by sediment input in their habitat because of increased 

concentrations of suspended solids and nutrients altering the turbidity of the water column, 

and by settling sediment eventually smothering the organisms with a blanket of sediment 

(Rogers 1990, Fabricius 2005) (Fig. 9). Corals are affected in their metabolism, eventually 

resulting in the death of the colony, and in their reproduction and recruitment success. 

Reduced fertilisation rates were reported after exposure to increased suspended sediments of 

50-100 mg l
-1

 (Gilmour 1999) and to increased nitrogen and phosphorous concentrations 

(Harrison & Ward 2001) (Chapter 2-4). 

 

 

Figure 9. Reef-building corals smothered by terrigenous sediment in coastal waters of the Great Barrier Reef, 

Australia.  

 

Sublethal stress responses are recognized by e.g. changes in gene expression and biomarker 

profiles. Suspended soil triggered a change in heat-shock proteins in Pocillopora damicornis 

(Hashimoto 2004), or reduced the lysosome membrane stability in corals (Rees et al. 1999). 

Significant relationships were documented between sedimentation rates and physiological 

parameters, such as respiration and growth (Cortes & Risk 1985, Nugues & Roberts 2003, 

Dutra et al. 2006). Increased turbidity reduced the photosynthesis rates of the zooxanthellae, 

leading to insufficient energy supply to the coral polyps (Yentsch et al. 2002). Some coral 

species acclimatised to reduce light conditions phototropically and/or heterotrophically within 

days (Anthony & Fabricius 2000, Titlyanov et al. 2001). Complete sediment coverage 

however, possibly suppresses photosynthesis by shading, and disables polyps to catch 

plankton (Fabricius et al. 2003). If the sediment remains for hours to few days the coral starts 

to bleach, and then eventually dies. Algal overgrowth or coral diseases can also cause tissue 

mortality (Smith et al. 2006, Peters 1997). However, a 15-month monitoring revealed that 

most important for tissue mortality was sediment smothering (Nugues & Roberts 2003) 

(Chapter 3-5). 
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Necrosis starts with the death of single polyps and smaller areas under the accumulated 

sediment layer, and ends in dying of the complete smothered tissue (Peters & Pilson 1985, 

Philip & Fabricius 2003). If single polyps were not covered with sediment they remained 

unaffected, even though the neighbouring polyps have died (Philipp & Fabricius 2003). 

Sediment coverage is therefore a local impact phenomenon, not necessarily affecting the 

whole colony (Fig. 10) (Chapter 3-5). 

Corals have different mechanisms to free themselves from sediment. Enhanced mucus 

production, tissue swelling, and an increased movement of cilia and tentacles are used to 

reject sediment (Fig. 11). Certain species are able to free themselves efficiently and do not 

suffer subsequent damage. However the rejection efficiencies depend among others on the 

particle size of the sediment and the morphology of the coral (Stafford-Smith 1993, 

Wesseling et al. 1999). The chances for recovery after sediment removal depend on the 

amount of sediment deposited and the duration of coverage (Philipp & Fabricius 2003). 

(Chapter 3) 

 

 

Figure 10. Local death of sediment-

covered areas of the reef-building flat-

foliose coral Montipora sp. The dead 

coral skeleton and bleached areas 

became visible after sediment removal 

(Photo: K. Fabricius). 

 

The damage of reef-building corals by sediment exposure is well studied (Rogers 1990, 

Fabricius 2005). Previous studies focused mostly on the coral response, and so sediment 

characteristics were hardly described. We aimed to determine the causal link between the 

damaging process and sediment type; and to investigate the combined effects of certain 

sediment properties, such as e.g. grain size, organic matter or metals. This work put therefore 

the focus on the properties of the sediments, their compounds and on the biogeochemical 

processes within the sediment layer after accumulation on the coral. (Chapter 2-4) 
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We realised that previous experimental designs partly were not environmentally relevant, as 

either too much sediment was used, and/or sandy sediments, and/or sediments, which were 

free of organic matter (Peters & Pilson 1985, Vargas-Ángel et al. 2006, Sofonia & Anthony 

2008). It was proposed that fine sand is less harmful to corals than coarse sand, as corals 

could reject it better (Pastorok & Bilyard 1985 and references therein). Our data from the 

reefs along the Great Barrier Reef in Australia contradicts this notion (unpublished). We 

found that mainly fine sand to coarse silt accumulates on corals, but so far mainly the effects 

of coarser sediments have been tested. Further we know that the sediment collected in 

sediment traps and those covering corals have higher organic matter contents then seafloor 

sediment. It is essential to characterize the used sediment in detail and measure besides the 

grain size fraction also other physical properties and the chemical composition. 

 

 

Figure 11. Mucus secretion is a method of 

sediment rejection of corals, as shown by this 

Porites sp. The mucus-sediment mixture is 

then resuspended by wave action. 

 

Previous studies showed that corals quickly respond to copper, iron and lead by increased 

respiration, bleaching (Howard et al 1986, Harland & Brown 1989), and reduced fertilisation 

success (Reichlett-Brushett & Harrison 2000). Thus metals and trace elements in the 

sediments were measured in this study, because they could harm the corals during sediment 

coverage. Only a few studies were done on combination effects of exposure of sediment with 

increased organic matter content on coral reefs. In a pilot study Fabricius and Wolanski 

(2000) exposed an Acropora sp. coral that harboured barnacles (Cirripedia / Fam. 

Pyrgomatidae) to estuarine silt enriched with marine snow, and sheer silt particles. Both 

organisms were able to free themselves from settling silt without enrichment, but died within 

one hour from settling enriched silt. A further study showed that marine snow, in combination 

with silty sediment, significantly reduced the survival of four-week old coral juveniles 

(Fabricius et al. 2003) (Chapter 2-3). 
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We aimed to study, which processes during sediment coverage on corals contribute to their 

death within hours to few days. Sediment coverage could lead to energy deficits by restricting 

the movement of the polyps and so blocking heterotrophy, and/or due to reduced or 

suppressed photosynthesis, and/or due to the diffusional barrier of the sediment hindering 

oxygen supply from the overlaying water and so hampering corals respiration, so that finally 

the coral suffocates (Bak & Elgerhuizen 1976, Stafford-Smith & Ormond 1992, Philipp & 

Fabricius 2003). Oxygen depletion in sediments also occurs by metazoan and microbial 

aerobic respiration (Canfield 2005), so that the coral would suffocate due to respiration of the 

microbial community within the covering sediment layer using up any oxygen diffusing 

through the sediment. Various invertebrates related to corals have high tolerance to anoxic 

conditions (von Brand 1946, Hochachka & Mustafa 1972), and also corals could survive 0.5 

to >6 days of anoxia (Yonge et al. 1932, Sassaman & Mangum 1973). Sea anemones, close 

relatives of scleractinian corals, survive anoxia even up to weeks (Sassaman & Mangum 

1973, Mangum 1980). Thus corals and sea anemones can adapt to anoxia and survive on 

anaerobic metabolism (fermentation). Indeed under anoxia sea anemones produced typical 

end-products for anaerobic metabolic activity, such as succinate, fumarate, and lactate 

(Ellington 1977, 1980). Thus we found the hypothesis of coral death by suffocation not very 

plausible. However, we think that microbial activity is connected to the death of sediment 

covered coral tissue, but in possibly two different ways. The degradation of organic matter in 

the sediment increases toxic metabolites or the sediment acts as a vector for pathogens, 

potentially killing the coral when covered with sediment. Indeed, it is has been reported that 

pathogens can be transported with mineral particles or marine snow (Rosenberg & Loya 

2004, Lyons et al 2005). For coral diseases five bacteria and one fungus are known as 

infectious agents, but many more invertebrate disease and pathogens are known. The 

cultivation of microbes is often not practicable and the fulfilment of Koch’s postulates almost 

impossible (Richardson 1998). Therefore mostly modern diagnostics based on molecular tools 

are used to identify new pathogens (Webster 2007, Sussman et al. 2008 and references 

therein). A quorum is needed to successfully infect the host, implying that a high abundance 

of the pathogens should be present. We aim to follow the microbial community changes 

during the sediment exposure experiment with molecular tools such as cloning and 

fingerprinting techniques (Chapter 4). 

We hypothesized that the exposure to a toxic substance, produced by microbes in organic-rich 

sediments, kills the corals. We aimed to test the hypothesis that corals die from coverage 

under sediments by the exposure to H2S, generated by sulfate reducing bacteria in the 
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sediments. This hypothesis is similar to the one proposed for the spreading of the black band 

diseases over coral colonies (Carlton & Richier 1995) (Chapter 4, 5 and 8). 

H2S freely crosses membranes at a penetration rate directly proportional to its concentration 

in the surrounding water (Jacques 1936). H2S inhibits the oxygenic photosynthesis, the 

cytochrome c oxidase, the key enzyme of the mitochondrial respiratory chain, and 20 other 

enzymes, among others ATPase, catalase, and monoamine oxidase. This results in complex 

effects on multiple metabolic parameters such as photosynthesis, respiration, cell division, 

assimilation and fermentative ability (Bagarinao 1992 and references therein). Organisms 

typical for silty bottoms are more tolerant to H2S than those of hard or sand bottoms, and 

species more tolerant to hypoxia are also more tolerant to H2S (Bagarinao, 1992). Because 

corals are found in oxygenated waters growing on hard substratum, it is likely that corals are 

rather sensitive to H2S. The inhibition of both photosystem II and the cytochrome c oxidase, 

would lead to a general disruption of the energy metabolism of corals, and other essential 

enzyme activities would be blocked, which together could lead to coral death within hours 

(Chapter 4 and 8). 

 

4. Methods and technological developments 

A multi-method approach was chosen for this thesis to reveal the causal link of declined coral 

health to sediment properties, and the mechanism killing sediment-covered corals. The 

chemical microenvironment at a sediment-covered coral surface depends on biogeochemistry 

and transport characteristics of the sediment. Hence its physical properties and chemical 

composition were determined. Our main hypothesis was that bacteria are important for the 

damage that sediment causes to reef-building warm-water corals possibly by their activity or 

through pathogenesis. Hence the investigation of the microbial activity and composition was 

central in this thesis. In sediments covering corals we followed the microbial community 

composition change with molecular fingerprinting technique and sequencing, which was also 

used for screening of pathogens. We monitored oxygen consumption, hydrogen sulfide 

development and changes in pH using microsensors. Sulfate reduction rates were measured 

with the radiotracer technique (Chapter 2-4). 

The consequences of covering the coral surface with a 2 to 5 mm layer of sediment needed to 

be studied on the microenvironment level. Microsensors were the ideal tool for this (Fig. 12). 

They have a sensing tip diameter of 1-20 �m and are therefore minimally invasive, not 

disturbing the chemical environment or the structures in which they are measuring. 

Microsensors have been used successfully in coral polyps and on coral surfaces to measure 
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photosynthesis and respiration (Kühl et al. 1995, de Beer et al. 2000) as well as to measure 

penetrating light within sediment layers (Kühl et al. 1994). Microsensor measurements allow 

the characterization of microenvironments in and under the sediments with high spatial 

resolution, and the determination of fluxes (e.g. O2 and H2S) from concentration profiles 

above the coral surface, using Fick’s law of diffusion. This information allows to assess 

underlying mechanisms of processes by following the dynamics of microenvironmental 

parameters after a perturbation with high temporal resolution (Chapter 4-8). 

 

 

Figure 12. A) Shows an amperometric Clark-type oxygen microsensor, B) shows the scheme of the microsensor, 

C) shows the sensing tip of the microsensor (modified from Revsbech 1989). 

 

To compare the data from our laboratory experiment with actual conditions in the field, 

microsensor measurements have been done with an instrumentation that had to be specially 

developed for the use in situ within this study. Microsensor measurements by divers have 

been done previously in the field (Ziebis et al. 1996, Vopel et al. 2005). We have developed 

and used an improved diver-operated microsensor system, that allows interactive control of 

the profiling with amperometric and potentiometric microsensors (Revsbech & Jørgensen 

1986), and measurements of the light penetration depth with a spherical light microsensor 

(Lassen et al. 1992). The high-speed measuring amplifiers allow to measure rapid dynamics 

(<0.5 s) as needed e.g. for photosynthesis studies. For that we extended the light-dark-shift 

method (Revsbech & Jørgensen 1983) to a measuring procedure called light-shade shift 

method. It allows the quantification of gross photosynthesis at the ambient light intensity 
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from 4-5 light transition measurements by shading the sample, without the necessity of 

achieving complete darkness (Chapter 4-7). 

The potential photochemical efficiency of the reaction centre photosystem II (PSII) of the 

zooxanthellae has been successfully used as a measure of the overall health status of the coral 

(Beer at al. 1998, Ralph et al. 1999). The quantum yield of the photosynthetic energy 

conversion can be derived with the saturation pulse method using the pulse-amplitude 

modulated (PAM) fluorometry, a non-intrusive optical method (Schreiber et al. 1986). Other 

parameters for the determination of the coral fitness have been used and some have been also 

considered for this work. These are RNA/DNA ratio (Buckley & Szmant 2004), protein 

content, tissue thickness (Cooper & Fabricius 2007), and gross photosynthesis performance 

measured with microsensors (Kühl et al. 1995). However they turned out to be not so efficient 

and diagnostically conclusive so that we focused on the PAM instrument and so-called colour 

chart measurements. Standardised colour charts and image analysis have been used to 

quantify bleaching and necrosis (Siebeck et al. 2006) (Chapter 3, 4 and 6). 

High priority of this study was to conduct experiments as environmentally relevant as 

possible and to confirm mesocosm data in the field. For the mesocosm studies we chose to 

work with natural sediments. Different sediment types have been collected from different 

catchment areas and reefs. For the enrichment experiments plankton mixture has been used as 

natural organic matter. We designed the mesocosm experiments based on the settings in the 

reef. Water flow and light conditions were adjusted. And a large sampling campaign where 

sediments have been collected from sediment traps, from on top of corals and from the 

seafloor along the GBR gave us insight in the sediments’ grain size and the amount of organic 

matter, which effectively settles on corals (unpublished and not shown in this thesis). In our 

experiments these parameters were adjusted according to our findings from the field (Chapter 

2-7). 
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5. Objectives of the thesis 

This work is divided in two parts. Part one included experiments in controlled mesocosms, 

and field measurements to confirm mesocosm data. The second part was the development of 

technical equipment and the extension of existing methods, including their application under 

different circumstances. Both parts are integrally linked: the mesocosm work was important 

to reveal the complexity of how sediment damages corals, the field work was necessary for 

confirming laboratory observations, and the technical development was essential for the in 

situ work. 

 

In summary the main objectives of this thesis are: 

The investigation of  

• effects of sediment types, differing in geochemical-, physical-, and organic-nutrient-

related parameters, on the fertilisation and the early development of scleractinian 

corals,  

• effects of coverage by sediment types, differing in geochemical-, physical-, and 

organic-nutrient-related characteristics on adult scleractinian corals,  

• the lethal process on adult corals during coverage of sediment, which is possibly 

microbially mediated, via the generation of toxic hydrogen sulfide from sulfate 

reduction, and 

• the development of a new diver-operable microsensor system (DOMS) for the 

investigation of the microenvironment in sediments accumulated on corals in the coral 

reef. 
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6. Overview of chapters 2-8 

 

Chapter 2: Effects of different types of sediment, dissolved inorganic nutrients and 

salinity on fertilisation and embryo development in the coral Acropora millepora 

(Ehrenberg, 1834) 

C. Humphrey, M. Weber, C. Lott, T. Cooper, and K.E. Fabricius 

K. Fabricius initiated the study of sediment, inorganic nutrient and salinity. M. Weber 

initiated the study of different sediment types. C. Humphrey, M. Weber, C. Lott, T. Cooper, 

and K.E. Fabricius carried out the experiment. C. Humphrey did the fertilization and 

development success analysis, and M. Weber did the sediment sample analysis. K. Fabricius 

did the statistics. C. Humphrey wrote the manuscript with help of all authors. This article is 

published in Coral Reefs (2008) 27:837-850. 

 

Chapter 3: Sedimentation stress in a scleractinian coral exposed to terrestrial and 

marine sediments with contrasting physical, organic and geochemical properties 

M. Weber, C. Lott, and K.E. Fabricius 

K. Fabricius initiated this study. All authors designed the experiments. M. Weber and C. Lott 

carried out the experiments. M. Weber did the data analysis and K. Fabricius the multivariate 

statistics. M. Weber wrote the manuscript with help of all authors. This article is published in 

JEMBE (2006) 336:18-32. 

 

Chapter 4: A cascade of microbial processes kills sediment-covered corals 

M. Weber, C. Lott, K. Kohls, L. Polerecky, R.M.M. Abed, T. Ferdelman, K.E. Fabricius, and 

D. de Beer 

M. Weber, D. de Beer and K. Fabricius initiated this study. M. Weber, C. Lott, K. Fabricius 

and D. de Beer designed the experiments. M. Weber and C. Lott did the field measurements. 

M. Weber carried out the laboratory experiments and did the data analysis. R. Abed and K. 

Kohls helped with the molecular work. T. Ferdelman helped with the radiotracer work. L. 

Polerecky did the modelling analysis. M. Weber wrote the manuscript with help of all 

authors. This article will be submitted to a peer-reviewed international journal. These data 

were presented at ASLO 2009 during an invited talk, which got then selected for an 

outstanding student presentation award. 

 

Chapter 5: In situ applications of a new diver-operated motorized microsensor profiler 

M. Weber, P. Färber, V. Meyer, C. Lott, G. Eickert, K.E. Fabricius, and D. de Beer 

M. Weber and D. de Beer initiated this study. M. Weber and C. Lott designed the concept of 

the system. P. Färber developed the logger instrument. V. Meyer developed the measuring 

devices. G. Eickert extended the pH microsensor. M. Weber and C. Lott did the scuba diving 

work in Italy, and in Australia with additional help of K. Fabricius. M. Weber wrote the 

manuscript with help of all authors. This article is published in ES&T 41 (2007) 41:6210-

6215. 
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Chapter 6: In situ measurement of gross photosynthesis using a microsensor-based light-

shade shift method 

L. Polerecky, C. Lott, and M. Weber 

M. Weber and L. Polerecky initiated the study. All authors did the land-based measurements. 

M. Weber and C. Lott did the diving operated measurements. L. Polerecky did the 

calculations and wrote the manuscript with help of all authors. This article is published in 

Limnol. Oceanogr. Methods (2008) 6:373-383. 

 

Chapter 7: Ventilation behaviour and oxygen dynamics in Dysidea avara and 

Chondrosia reniformis (Porifera: Demospongiae) in situ and ex situ 

M-L. Schläppy, M. Weber, D. Mendola, F. Hoffmann, and D. de Beer. 

F. Hoffmann, M-L. Schläppy and D. de Beer initiated the study. M-L. Schläppy and D. 

Mendola did the laboratory measurements. M. Weber did the field measurements. M-L. 

Schläppy did the data analysis and wrote the manuscript with help of all authors. This article 

is a chapter in the electronically published PhD thesis of M-L. Schläppy (2008) p75-101, and 

has been submitted to Limnol. Oceanogr. in January 2009. 

 

Chapter 8: The H2S microsensor and the dissociation constant pK1: problems and 

solutions 

M. Weber*, A. Lichtschlag*, S. Jansen, and D. de Beer 

M. Weber and D. de Beer initiated this study. A. Lichtschlag, M. Weber and S. Jansen did the 

laboratory work. M. Weber and A. Lichtschlag wrote the manuscript with help of all authors. 

This extended protocol will be electronically published within this PhD thesis and maybe 

submitted as a note to an international journal. *These authors contributed equally to this 

work. 
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1. Abstract 

We investigated how microbial activity mediated physiological stress and subsequent death of 

corals covered with sediment having contrasting organic matter content. Measurements were 

conducted in mesocosm experiments and supporting data were obtained from microsensor 

profiles in naturally accumulated sediment layers on corals in the field. On corals covered 

with organic-rich sediments first necrotic areas were detected within 1 day, whereas organic-

poor sediments had no effect after 6 days. Sediments suppressed coral photosynthesis by 

preventing ambient light from reaching the corals, however this did not affect coral survival. 

Microsensor profiles showed that in the organic-rich but not in organic-poor sediment, pH and 

oxygen started to decrease immediately, while very little sulfide was detected after one day. 

Sulfide concentrations increased substantially afterwards. Sulfate reduction played a minor 

role in the sulfide generation, which mainly originated from the degradation of sulfur 

compounds of the coral mucus and dead tissue. In a series of dark incubations corals were 

exposed separately to anoxia, low pH and sulfide. They showed that anoxia at the pH of 

ambient seawater does not lead to coral mortality within four days, while the combination of 

anoxia and low pH lead to death within one day. Corals died even earlier when first exposed 

12 h to anoxia and low pH and then, already stressed, to sulfide. We conclude that 

sedimentation can kill corals within less than one day through a cascade of microbial 

processes. This chain reaction is triggered locally via microbial activity of anaerobic organic 

matter degradation in the sediment, immediately lowering the pH. Then the decay of coral 

tissue leads to an increase in sulfide, which diffuses to the neighboring, already stressed, 

polyps. The entire sediment-covered coral is so killed within hours. The experiments 

confirmed previous findings that coral damage by the sediments tested was positively 

correlated to their content of organic matter. For coastal management it is important to know 

that sedimentation enriched with organic matter is particularly dangerous for coral reefs. 

 

2. Introduction 

Worldwide coral reefs are threatened by sedimentation induced via import from terrestrial 

runoff and by resuspension from the seafloor (Wilkinson 2002). The discharge of fine 

nutrient-rich sediment is the most important direct anthropogenic impact to nearshore coral 

reef ecosystems (Wolanski & Duke 2002). This sediment eventually covers corals, leading to 

their damage or death (Fabricius et al. 2007). The negative impacts of smothering on corals 

are studied, and the resulting effects like necrosis and bleaching are documented (Fabricius 

2005, Roger 1990, and references therein). Earlier studies did not specify the applied 

sediments or used unnaturally high sediment loads and large grain size fractions such as sand 
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(Rogers 1983, Stafford-Smith 1993, Wessling et al. 1999). Resuspension of sand occurs 

during big storms (Bothner et al. 2006), whereas runoff or resuspension induced by moderate 

winds transport smaller grain size fractions such as silt (Larcombe et al. 2001).  

Furthermore, earlier studies regarded sediment mainly as mineral particles (Peters & Pilson 

1985, Vargas-Ángel et al. 2006, Sofonia & Anthony 2008), and disregarded that sediment 

includes much more. Here we use as a broader definition for sediment: “matter that settles to 

the bottom of a liquid” (Oxford English Dictionary). Sediment consists of mineral particles 

with variable size, organic particles such as faecal pellets, detritus, mucus, and exopolymeric 

substances (Ayukai & Wolanski 1997). It can carry adsorbed or particulate nutrients and 

contaminants (Gibbs 1983). Sedimenting particular matter forms aggregates (Edzwald et al. 

1974) called marine-snow (Alldredge & Silver 1988). They harbour highly active 

phytoplankton (Passow 2002) and microbial communities (Grossart & Ploug 2001, 

Kaltenböck & Herndl 1992). A pilot study showed that estuarine silt enriched with marine 

snow smothered and killed reef organisms within hours, whereas silt without enrichment was 

rejected by the organisms (Fabricius & Wolanski 2000). Another study showed that the grain 

size and the quality of the sediment determines the effect on corals: fine sediments rich in 

organic matter lead to death within one to two days, whereas fine organic matter-poor or 

coarse sediments did not kill the coral (Weber et al. 2006). The damage on the corals 

correlates with the sediment amount multiplied the exposure time (Philipp & Fabricius 2003).  

However, what happens within or under the sediment layer covering the coral remains 

unknown. It is assumed that reduced light excludes photosynthesis, and that the subsequent 

lack of oxygen damages the coral (Peters & Pilson 1985, Philipp & Fabricius 2003). Based on 

observations, Weber et al. (2006) suggested that the protonated form of sulfide, hydrogen 

sulfide (H2S), which is well known for its toxicity (Bagarinao 1992), leads to the damage of 

the coral. It was suggested by Carlton & Richardson (1995), that the coral black band disease 

resulted in tissue lysis because of sulfide exposure. Sulfate reduction (SR) is the prevailing 

microbial process in anoxic sediments (Jørgensen 1982) and leads to the formation of sulfide. 

Sorokin (1978) and Dubinsky & Stambler (1996) suggested that in reef sediments SR, 

enhanced by eutrophication, could kill corals in the vicinity.  

The objective of this study was to investigate microbial processes within organic matter-rich 

sediments that cover corals, and to test the putative damaging compounds individually. We 

proposed that the coral damage is not due to the exclusion of photosynthesis induced by the 

lack of light, but the damage is mediated by a rapid depletion of oxygen due to respiration by 

the microbial community in the sediment. The death of the coral is then caused by sulfide 

from sulfate reduction in the sediment layer on the coral.  
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This study presents the results of the photophysiological stress responses in the scleractinian 

coral Montipora peltiformis to the coverage with organic matter-rich sediment and to the 

exposure to putative damaging compounds, namely darkness, anoxia, pH and sulfide. Here we 

provide data on the changing environment and the microbial community within the sediment 

layer once settled on the coral. By modelling we discriminated the sources of the measured 

sulfide. Experiments were done in controlled mesocosms and were further supported by 

microsensor measurements in naturally accumulated sediment layers on corals in the field. In 

the discussion we describe the cascade of microbial processes killing corals upon sediment 

coverage. 

 

3. Material and Methods 

3.1 Coral and sediment collection 

The flat-foliose coral Montipora peltiformis is an abundant species along nearshore reefs in 

the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) of Australia. For laboratory experiments coral fragments were 

collected by SCUBA diving at Hannah Island (13° 52’ S, 143° 43’ E) from 4-5 m water 

depth. Fragments of 10-25 cm
2
 were kept in flow-through aquaria until they resumed growth. 

For the field measurements Montipora peltiformis, Montipora sp., Pachyseris sp., Porites sp., 

and Turbinaria reniformis were chosen because they were often observed to be covered by 

naturally accumulated sediment.  

To obtain test sediments the first 5 cm of the seafloor (5-10 m water depth) were sampled at 

Wilkie Island (13° 46’ S, 143° 38’ E), another nearshore reef in the GBR. The sediment was 

wet-sieved with plastic sieves to obtain the desired silt grain size fraction of <63 μm. Silt is 

most often accumulating on corals or sampled in sediment traps in the reef (Bothner et al. 

2006, Brooks et al. 2007). 

 

3.2 Sediment exposure experiment I 

In this experiment we tested the photophysiological stress response of Montipora peltifomis to 

sediment with and without enrichment with organic matter. The changing environmental 

parameters in the sediment layer covering the coral were measured and the microbial 

community of the sediment monitored. 

Sediments with four different levels of organic matter content were prepared by adding a 

plankton mixture. The plankton has been collected with a net. Subsequently the mixture has 

been minced with a blender and sieved to remove large fragments. The sediment was enriched 

with three concentrations of plankton mixture, expressed in percent Corg of the dry weight of 

the sediment: a) + 0%, b) + 0.06%, c) + 0.3% and d) + 0.6% Corg. The untreated sediment had 
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1.25% Corg. The four test sediments were then incubated for 24 h in 2 l seawater on a rotor 

shaker to assure mixing.  

 

3.2.1 Experimental procedure 

The mesocosm experiment was conducted at the outdoor aquaria facilities of the Australian 

Institute of Marine Sciences (AIMS). Petridishes were used to collect control sediment. Ten 

coral fragments and petridishes were placed in a 60 l tank with constant flow-through of 2 l 

min
-1

 seawater of 24-25°C. Maximum illumination was 400 μmol photons m
-2

 s
-1

. The 

amount of sediment necessary to obtain a load of 66 mg dry weight (DW) cm
-2

, was 

suspended in each of the eight (two per treatment) tanks at no-flow conditions. The sediment 

load was chosen based on results obtained by Weber et al. (2006). The flow was turned on 

again 2 h later. Two coral fragments were added as controls and remained free of sediment. 

Four coral fragments and four petridishes with sediment were removed after 3 h, 1, 2, 3, and 4 

or 6 days. 

As a proxy for the health status of the corals the photosynthetic yield of the photosystem II of 

the corals’ zooxanthellae was measured. The non-invasive pulse-amplitude modulated (PAM) 

chlorophyll fluorometer (Schreiber et al. 1986) was used as described in Philipp and Fabricius 

(2003). After two days of acclimatisation in the tank and 60 min of dark-adaptation of the 

corals, between 10-15 PAM readings were taken to obtain the initial health status of the coral 

fragments. At each sampling time, coral health measurements (PAM) were performed on 

control corals and on four treated corals after the sediment was removed. Samples of the 

sediment from the corals and of the control sediment (petridishes) were taken for microbial 

community analysis (§ 3.2.3) and geochemical analysis (§ 3.2.4). The coral fragments were 

photographed prior and after sediment removal, and the necrotic area of the coral fragments 

was determined photogrammetrically using the free software ImageJ 

(http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). 

 

3.2.2 Microsensor measurements 

At each sampling time microsensor measurements were conducted in the sediment layers of 

two coral fragments. Oxygen, hydrogen sulfide, pH, and light microsensors were prepared as 

described previously (Revsbech 1989, Lassen & Jørgensen 1994, de Beer et al. 1997, Kühl et 

al. 1998). The pH sensors were modified for field measurements by combining the pH-

reference electrode into the sensor as described in Weber et al. (2007). All microsensors had a 

tip diameter of 10-30 �m and a stirring sensitivity of <1.5%. The O2 microsensors were 

calibrated using air- and nitrogen-flushed seawater at in situ temperature and salinity. The 
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sulfide microsensor was calibrated by adding increments of 100 μl of a 500 mM sulfide 

(Na2S) stock solution to a nitrogen-flushed 200 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) at in situ 

temperature. Subsamples from the calibration solution were immediately fixed in 2% zinc-

acetate and the total sulfide concentration was determined spectrophotometrically with the 

methylene blue method (Cline 1969). The hydrogen sulfide concentration in the calibration 

buffer was calculated using the pK1 6.9, which was determined as described in Weber (2009). 

Total sulfide in the sediment layer on the coral was calculated with the H2S and pH profile 

(Jeroschewski et al. 1996), and the temperature and salinity corrected pK1 6.6 (Millero, 1988). 

The pH microsensors were calibrated using standard buffers with pH 7.02 and 9.21 (Mettler 

Toledo, Germany) at in situ temperature. The light microsensor was calibrated against a LI-

250 light-meter (LI-COR, USA).  

Vertical profiles in the sediment layer covering the coral were measured after the coral was 

transferred into a small flow chamber. The flow conditions were the same as in the 

experimental tanks. The microsensors were first carefully positioned at the sediment surface 

and then moved through the sediment layer until the surface of the coral skeleton was 

reached. Using a motorized system controlled by a computer, the microprofiles where then 

measured upwards in 100 μm steps. The microsensors were mounted on a motorized 

micromanipulator (Faulhaber Group and MM33 from Märzhäuser, Germany) and connected 

to amplifiers. A DAQ-Card (National Instruments, Germany) connected the amplifiers to a 

computer. Measurements were automated with the software m-Profiler (http://www.mpi-

bremen.de/en/Lubos_Polerecky.html). On each coral three profiles were measured at different 

spots. Oxygen, sulfide and pH were measured in the dark. During the light profiles 370 μmol 

photons m
-2

 s
-1

 were applied using a KL 1500 electronic Schott lamp (Zeiss, Germany).  

The field measurements were conducted during AIMS research cruises in 2005-2006. Four 

corals were chosen in 4-5 m water depth at two nearshore reefs (High Island, 17° 09’ S, 146° 

00’ E; Bedarra Island, 17° 96’S, 146° 09’ E) and four corals at two offshore reefs (Gilbey, 

Reef 17° 34’ S, 146° 34’ E; Wardle Reef, 17° 27’, 146° 32’ E). Nearshore to offshore reflects 

a gradient of anthropogenic impact. River discharge imports increased sediment and nutrient 

loads to the nearshore reefs. Thus we expect the sediment accumulated on nearshore corals to 

have a higher organic content than the sediments on corals at offshore reefs. Consequently we 

expect different O2 and pH conditions in the sediment layer on the corals. Three microsensor 

profiles were measured at random spots in the naturally accumulated sediments on corals. O2, 

pH and light profiling was conducted during the day at natural illumination. Average light 

was 486 ± 116 SE μmol photons m
-2

 s
-1

, continuously measured with submersible Odyssey 

light loggers (Dataflow Systems Pty Ltd, New Zealand). pH profiles were measured only 
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once at High Island. Profiling was conducted similar to the laboratory measurements with an 

underwater microsensor system (Weber et al. 2007). Sediment samples were collected for 

further molecular and geochemical analyses. 

 

3.2.3 Molecular analyses 

The structure of the bacterial communities within the 0, 0.3 and 0.6% Corg-enriched sediment 

covering the corals and from control sediment (petridishes) was determined. Nineteen 

samples were chosen for denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) DNA 

fingerprinting. From those, six samples were then analyzed constructing 16S rRNA clone 

libraries. The nucleic acid extraction, the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), the DGGE of the 

sediment samples, the phylogenetic analysis and the calculation of diversity and richness 

indices from the obtained sequences were conducted as previously described (Ludwig et al., 

1998, Abed & Garcia-Pichel 2001, Abed et al. 2007). Modifications were the following: The 

PCR for the DGGE samples and for the excised bands was done with 10 ng DNA using the 

primers GM5F (with GC clamp) and 970RM. For subsequent sequencing of the bands the 

primer GM5F (with GC clamp) at 58°C, GM1F and 907RM at 56°C annealing temperature 

were used (Muyzer et al. 1995). The obtained partial sequences were transformed to 

consensus sequences using the Sequencher DNA sequence assembly and analysis software 

(http://www.genecodes.com/). 

 

3.2.4 Sediment, plankton mixture and coral tissue analysis 

The listed parameters of the sieved Wilkie Island sediment were determined as previously 

described (Weber et al. 2006 and references therein): grain size distribution, settling volume, 

settling rate, compaction, organic matter (ash-free dry weight), total organic carbon (TOC), 

total nitrogen (TN), total phosphorous (TP), chlorophyll a (Chl a) and phaeophytin (Phaeo), 

Calcium, Magnesium, Aluminium, Iron, Manganese, Barium, Zinc, Vanadium, Copper, 

Cobalt, Lead, Nickel, Cadmium, Molybdenum, Selenium, and the Aluminium-Calcium ratio. 

TOC, TN, TP, Chl a and Phaeo were measured in samples from the sediment exposure 

experiment I and of the plankton mixture.  

Total carbon (TC), total nitrogen (TN) and total sulfur (TS) were measured from the coral 

tissue by combustion with a CNS analyser (NA 1500 Series 2, Fisons Instruments, Germany). 

Prior to the analysis, corals were frozen in liquid nitrogen. The tissue was airbrushed off the 

skeleton with 60-100 ml of filtered seawater, washed 3 times, freeze dried and grinded. 
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3.3 Sediment exposure experiment II  

In this experiment we tested whether the sulfate reduction rate (SRR) in sediments covering 

the corals increases upon enrichment with the plankton mixture. The SRR data where then 

used for modeling. With the modeling approach we discriminated whether the sulfide 

concentrations measured with microsensors could have been derived from the SRR in the 

sediment covering the coral or from another source. 

 

3.3.1 Sulfate Reduction rates 

Each coral fragment (10-15 cm
2
) was put in a beaker. A gentle stirring of the water was 

achieved by water-saturated airflow over the water surface. Evaporation of the seawater in the 

beaker was limited and the salinity was 35-36 ppt and the temperature was 26-27°C. Light 

with an intensity of 450 μmol m
-2

 s
-1

 was applied for 12 h daily. The sediment was enriched 

by 0.6% Corg with the plankton mixture and pre-incubated for 24 h. Radiolabeled 
35

SO4
2-

 

(Amersham) was added to an end concentration of 25 kBq ml
-1

 into the seawater. Then the 

reef sediment was suspended in the beaker and left to settle onto the coral (66 mg DW cm
-2

). 

After 6, 22, and 45 h in two beakers the sediment from the coral fragment and the remaining 

sediment in the beaker (laying beside the coral) were fixated separately in 20% zinc-acetate. 

To measure radiolabeled sulfide, samples were processed according to the cold chromium 

distillation procedure (Kallmeyer et al. 2004). Porewater sulfate concentration in the 2-3 mm 

thin sediment layer was assumed to be 28 mmol per liter seawater because the sediment had 

just settled. Porosity of the sediment was calculated after 6, 22 and 45 h from the weight loss 

of a known wet sediment volume after drying to constant weight at 60°C. 

 

3.3.2 Modeling 

Modeling was used to identify the source of the measured sulfide, assuming that the sample 

was laterally homogenous and transport of sulfide in the sediment was governed by diffusion. 

First, to check whether sulfate reduction in the sediment covering the coral was the source for 

sulfide, we assumed a homogenously distributed sulfate reduction rate (SRR) in the sediment 

layer of thickness zs. Thus, a one-dimensional diffusion reaction equation could be used to 

calculate the steady state sulfide concentration profile, c(z)  above the coral tissue: 

 0 = D
Stot

2�

� 2c

�z2

� 

� 
� 

� 

	 

 + SRR , (1) 

where z  is depth and D
Stot

2� =1.82 �10�9 m2s�1 is the temperature- and salinity corrected 

diffusion coefficient of sulfide, which was assumed to be equal both in the sediment and 

overlaying water. D
Stot

2� was calculated with the diffusion coefficients DH2S  and D
HS �  (Schulz 
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2006) assuming 40% H2S and 60% HS
-
. We further assumed that both the sulfide 

concentration at the top of the diffusive boundary layer ( z = �zDBL ; Jørgensen 2001) and the 

sulfide flux at the bottom of the sediment layer ( z = zs) were zero. The latter condition 

corresponded to the assumption that sulfide could not diffuse into the coral skeleton and that 

no sulfide production occurred in the coral tissue. Using these boundary conditions, the 

solution to Eq. (1) is (see SI. Fig. S5, solid line) 

 c(z) = �
SRR

2D
Stot

2�

� 

� 

� 
� 

� 

� 

� 
� 

z2 � 2zzs � 2zszDBL( ). (2) 

Thus, the sulfide concentration and diffusive flux ( J = �D
Stot

2�

�c

�z

� 

� 
� 

� 

	 

 ) at the sediment-water 

interface ( z = 0), and the sulfide concentration at the coral tissue ( z = zs), were calculated as  

 c(0) =
SRR

D
Stot

2�

� 

� 

� 
� 

� 

� 

� 
� 
zszDBL ,  (3a) 

 J(0) = SRRzs ,  (3b) 

 c(zs) =
SRR

2D
Stot

2�

� 

� 

� 
� 

� 

� 

� 
� 
zs zs + 2zDBL( ).  (3c) 

Second, to check whether the decomposition of the coral tissue was the sulfide source, we 

assumed that the sulfide flux at the bottom of the sediment layer was equal to the areal tissue 

decomposition rate ( J(zs) = �Jd ), and that sulfide concentration at the top of the diffusive 

boundary layer as well as SRR in the sediment was zero. Under these boundary conditions, 

the solution to Eq. (1) is (see SI. Fig. S5, dotted line) 

 c(z) = �
Jd

D
Stot

2�

� 

� 

� 
� 

� 

� 

� 
� 

z + zDBL( ) ,  (4) 

and the flux Jd  is calculated as  

 Jd =
�D

Stot
2�c(zs)

zs + zDBL( )
,  (5) 

where c(zs) is the sulfide concentration at the bottom of the sediment layer. 

 

3.4 Anoxia, pH and sulfide exposure experiment  

To differentiate between the effects of anoxia, pH and sulfide exposure on Montipora 

peltiformis, coral fragments (10-15 cm
2
) were exposed to each of the treatments listed in table 

1 (n = 3-5). We conducted three consecutive experiments to reveal: A) the effect of anoxia 

and of anoxia combined with pH 7; B) the effect of increasing sulfide concentration and 
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exposure time; and C) the additive affect of exposure to anoxia at pH 7 followed by additional 

sulfide exposure. The light conditions, sulfide concentrations and pH 7 were chosen based on 

the microsensor data of the sediment exposure experiment I. 

Salinity was 34-35 ppt and temperature was 26-27°C. O2 concentrations were measured by 

the Winkler titration method (Winkler 1888) and the total sulfide concentration was 

determined spectrophotometrically (Cline 1969). The sulfide concentration in the seawater 

was calculated using the pK1 6.5, corrected for salinity and temperature (Millero 1988). The 

pH was measured with a sulfide tolerant pH-sensor (IntLab 412/170, Mettler Toledo, 

Germany). The pH was adjusted by adding drops of concentrated HCl. Very slow stirring 

prevented stratification, and imitated the zero flow conditions the corals experienced during 

sediment coverage. The anoxia and sulfide treatments were conducted in a glove box flushed 

with N2. O2 and temperature sensors constantly monitored the ambient conditions. Coral 

stress measurements were done with the PAM instrument as described above. After the 

experiment the corals were transferred back into a large tank. All specimens were further 

observed in case long-term recovery would be successful. 

 
Table 1. List of treatments of the anoxia, pH and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) exposure experiments (#). Coral health 
status measurements were made according to the listed exposure (exp) and recovery (rec) time points. 
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4. Results 

4.1 Sediment exposure experiment I 

4.1.1 Coral stress and necrosis measurements 

The photosynthetic yield of the control corals was 0.656 ± 0.052 (SD) at the beginning, and 

0.652 ± 0.049 at the end of the sediment exposure experiment I, indicating that they remained 

healthy during the entire experiment. Corals exposed to sediment with + 0% and + 0.06% Corg 

were not affected. Corals exposed to sediment with + 0.3% and + 0.6% Corg showed a 

continuous decrease in photosynthetic yield and an increase in necrotic coral tissue during the 

experiment. The first killed areas of a size of square millimetres were observed after one  

(Fig. 1) and two days. The extent of decrease of the coral health status proxy, and the increase 

of necrosis correlated with the amount of Corg-enrichment and exposure time (Fig. 2). 

 

 

Figure 1. Fragments of the coral Montipora peltiformis covered with sediment, which was enriched with + 0.6% 

Corg, and after the sediment was removed. Exposure times were 1, 2 and 3 days, and first necrotic areas were 
detected after one day.  
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Figure 2. A) The coral health status measured as photosynthetic yield of Montipora peltiformis covered by fine 
reef sediment, and of the coral control pieces. B) The percentage of necrotic coral tissue of the entire sediment-
covered area. The sediment (<63 μm) was enriched with three concentrations of plankton mixture, expressed in 

percent Corg of the dry weight of the sediment: + 0%, + 0.06%, + 0.3% and + 0.6% Corg. Error bars represent the 

standard deviation of 4 replicate measurements (n=4). 

 

4.1.2 Mesocosm microsensor measurements 

The thickness of the sediment layer covering the coral fragments varied between 2.1-2.6 mm. 

O2 concentrations in the sediment layer decreased with increasing exposure time and Corg-

concentration (Fig. 3). Sediments with + 0% and + 0.06% Corg-concentration were depleted in 

oxygen, but never anoxic. The exposure to sediments enriched with + 0.3% Corg and + 0.6% 

Corg caused anoxia at the coral surface after only 3 h. In sediments enriched with + 0.3% Corg 

anoxia was reached in 2 mm sediment depth, whereas in sediments enriched with + 0.6% Corg 

already in 1 mm. 

The pH at the coral surface decreased with increasing exposure time and Corg-concentration 

(Fig. 3). In sediments with + 0% and + 0.06% Corg pH initially decreased to 8 ± 0.02 (SD) at 

the coral surface, but afterwards increased to 8.1 ± 0.01 again. A pronounced decrease in pH 

was measured in sediments enriched with + 0.3% and + 0.6% Corg. The pH reached 6.6 and 

6.9 respectively. 

The hydrogen sulfide (H2S) concentrations increased with increasing exposure time and Corg-

concentration (Fig. 4). 1-2 μM H2S was measured after 48 h of exposure to sediment enriched 

with + 0.3% Corg and after 24 h of exposure to sediment enriched with + 0.6% Corg. One day 

later a substantial increase occurred and the H2S concentrations were by two orders of 

magnitudes higher. Total sulfide (S
2-

tot) concentrations followed initially the same pattern as 

the H2S concentration, but after the large increase in sulfide a decrease was observed (Fig. 4).  
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Figure 3. Oxygen concentrations and pH in sediment layers covering Montipora peltiformis. Exposure times 
were 3 hours, 1, 2, 3 and 4 or 6 days. The sediment was enriched with three concentrations of plankton mixture, 
expressed in percent Corg of the dry weight of the sediment: A) + 0%, B) + 0.06%, C) + 0.3% and D) + 0.6% Corg. 

Error bars are omitted for clarity. Each profile represents the average of 3-6 profiles measured at random points 
(n = 3-6).  

 

Light decreased exponentially in the sediment layer, irrespectively of the Corg-concentration. 

43% of the surface light reached 0.5 mm sediment depth, 9% reached 1 mm, and <1% 

reached 1.5 mm. The sediment cover hindered light form reaching the coral surface in all 

cases. 
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Figure 4. Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and total sulfide (S
2-

tot) concentrations in sediment layers covering Montipora 
peltiformis. Exposure times were 3 hours, 1, 2, 3 and 4 or 6 days. The sediment was enriched with three 

concentrations of plankton mixture, expressed in percent Corg of the dry weight of the sediment: + 0%, + 0.06%, 
C) + 0.3% and D) + 0.6% Corg. Error bars are omitted for clarity. Each profile represents the average of 3-6 
profiles measured at random points (n = 3-6). Note that in the + 0% and + 0.06% Corg-enrichments no H2S and 
S

2-
tot was measured, so that the graphs are not shown. 

 

4.1.3 Field microsensor measurements 

The thickness of the sediment covering the corals varied between 2.5-5 mm. At the offshore 

sites none of the O2 profiles measured indicated anoxia at the coral surface under the covering 

sediment (Fig. 5B1). At the nearshore sites in three out of four corals O2 was depleted at the 

coral surface under the sediment layer (Fig. 5A1). At the coral surface pH dropped to 7.6-7.7 

in all three replicate profiles (Fig. 5A3). Light intensity had decreased to <1% of the ambient 

intensity in all samples at 1.5 mm sediment depth (Fig. 5A+B2). During profiling the ambient 

light recorded was 548 ± 186 (SE) at offshore reefs and 281 ± 62 μmol photons m
-2

 s
-1

 at 

nearshore reefs.  

The microsensor measurements in the field showed similar profiles as in the mesocosm 

sedimentation exposure experiment I. Although ambient light conditions prevailed, no light 

reached the coral surface. Reduced pH and oxygen depletion were observed in the sediments 

with higher concentrations in organics (TOC, TN and TP), but not in the sediments with 

lower organic matter content (details in § 4.1.5). This supports that the mesocosm 

experiments realistically mimicked the situation in situ.  
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Figure 5. Oxygen, light and pH microprofiles at haphazardly chosen points in natural sediment layers covering 
corals. O2 (A1 and B1) and light (A2 and B2) profiles were done on four corals at nearshore (A) and on four at 
offshore (B) reefs. One coral was chosen for pH profiles at a nearshore (A3) reef site. Each profile represents the 
average of 3 profiles measured at random points (n = 3).  

 

4.1.4 Molecular analysis 

The bacterial community structure within the sediments was investigated using denaturing 

gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) and 16S rRNA cloning. The comparative 16S rRNA 

sequence analysis showed that most sequences grouped to the bacterial groups Bacteriodetes, 

�-, �-, �-, �-Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, and Fusobacteria (Fig. 6 and 7). The dominant 

bacteria species (DGGE-banding pattern) in the control sediment compared to the sediment 

covering the corals were the same in all treatments (Fig. 6). This shows that the microbial 

community was independent from the presence of the coral underneath. After plankton 

addition to the sediment an immediate increase of microbial activity has been measured with 

microsensors (Fig. 3 and 4), and within 1-2 days first necrotic areas were detected on the coral 

(Fig. 2B). The microbial community was similar prior and at the end of the sediment exposure 

experiment I, and no drastic shift in the bacterial diversity was observed (Fig. 7 and S1). The 

high number of bacterial groups in clone library III resulted possibly from the long exposure 

time of 6 days and the nutrient-limited aerobic conditions in the sediment (Fig. 3 and 4). 

Details on the 16S rRNA clone libraries are in the supporting information (SI. Tab. S1, Fig. 

S1, S2 and S3 A-F). 
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Figure 6. Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis fingerprints from PCR-amplified 16S rRNA gene fragments of 
sediments covering the coral Montipora peltiformis or control sediments in petridishes. Exposure times were 3 
hours, 2, and 4 or 6 days. (Sto) stands for the stock sediment prior to the start of the sediment exposure 
experiment I. The sediment was enriched with three concentrations of plankton mixture, expressed in percent 
Corg of the dry weight of the sediment: + 0, + 0.3% and + 0.6%. Sequenced bands are indicated according to the 
legend. Roman numerals (I-VI) indicate the samples from which also 16S rRNA clone libraries were obtained in 
this study.  

 

 

Figure 7. Bacterial community composition obtained from 16S rRNA cloning of six sediment samples covering 
the coral Montipora peltiformis or from control sediment in petridishes (besides coral). Clone library I was from 
sediment prior to the start of the experiment (stock). Exposure times were 3 hours, and 4 or 6 days. The sediment 

was enriched with three concentrations of plankton mixture, expressed in percent Corg of the dry weight of the 
sediment: + 0, + 0.3% and + 0.6%. Percentage share refers to the total number of clones obtained in each library 
(about 120 clones per library (SI. Tab. S1)). 

 

4.1.5 Sediment, plankton mixture and coral tissue analysis 

The sediment used for the sediment exposure experiments I and II had a TOC content of 12.5 

± 1 μg DW mg
-1

 before the experiment started. More details on the sediments characteristics, 

the plankton mixture, and on the coral tissue can be found in the supporting information (SI. 

Tab. S2 and S3).  

TOC, TN, TP, Chl a and Phaeo increased in the sediment enriched with + 0.3% and + 0.6% 

Corg covering the corals. These increases correlated with the death of the corals, and reflected 

the release from the underlying decaying coral tissue. Sediments with lower Corg did not show 

increased TOC, TN and TP, and the corals survived the experiment. Also in the control 

sediments (petridishes) these chemical parameters remained constant. The increased Chl a and 
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Phaeo content in the lower Corg-enriched sediment and the control sediments were correlating 

with algae growth on the sediment surface (personal observation), and therefore regarded as 

an artifact of the experiment. Graphic illustrations on the temporal changes of TOC, TN, TP, 

Chl a and Phaeo during the experiment can be found in the supporting information (SI. Fig. 

S4). 

The TOC, TN, and TP analyses of the sediments collected from on top of corals after 

microsensor profiling in the field, revealed clear differences between the near- and offshore 

sites. Concentrations were one fourth to twice as high in the sediments from nearshore reefs 

than in the sediments from offshore reefs (SI. Fig. S5). This indeed corresponds to the in situ 

microsensor measurements where anoxia and reduced pH was measured in the sediment with 

higher TOC content (details in §4.1.3).  

 

4.2 Sediment exposure experiment II 

4.2.1 Sulfate Reduction Rates (SRR) 

The SRR of the sediments not Corg-enriched remained very low. Some increase in SR in the 

sediment covering corals was measured after 2 days, however remained below 1. The Corg-

enrichment of the sediment increased SRR with approximately three orders of magnitude in 2 

days. The same rates were measured in sediments covering the corals and the inert surface of 

the beaker bottom. Interestingly, during the first day of coverage on the corals, the SRR in the 

sediment seemed to be repressed (Fig. 8). 

 

 

Figure 8. Sulfate reduction rates in sediments covering corals and besides corals. The exposure times were 6, 22, 
and 45 h. The sediment was enriched with plankton mixture (+Corg) or was not enriched (-Corg). The error bars 
represent the standard deviation of 2 replicate measurements (n=2). 

 

4.2.2 Modeling 

The observed sulfide profiles were linear inside the sediment layer covering the coral. This 

implies that no detectable sulfide production occurred in the sediment, but that all sulfide 

originated from the coral surface. This conceptual conclusion was confirmed by modeling, 
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which showed that the shape of the measured profiles resembled those derived from Eq. (4) 

rather than those derived from Eq. (2) (compare Fig. 4 and SI S6). Furthermore, when the 

measured sulfate reduction rates (Fig. 8) were applied in Eqs. (3a-c), the calculated sulfide 

concentrations at the top and at the bottom of the sediment layer, as well as the sulfide flux at 

the sediment surface, were at least an order of magnitude lower than those measured with 

microsensors (Tab. 2). 

 

Table 2. Sulfide (S
2-

tot) concentrations and fluxes from microsensor profiles, and from calculations based on 
measured sulfate reduction rates (SRR) in the sediment layer covering the coral Montipora peltiformis. 
Measurements were conducted as described in sediment exposure experiment I and II. Calculation information 
and equations see §3.3.2. 

 

 

 

4.3 Anoxia, pH and sulfide exposure experiment  

The corals exposed in the dark to oxic water with pH 8.2 or 7 remained healthy (Fig. 9C). The 

corals also survived anoxia at pH 8.2 for four days (Fig. 9A1). The exposure to anoxia and 

reduced pH at the same time resulted in irreversible coral damage after 24 h of exposure (Fig. 

9A2). When exposed to anoxia, pH 7 and sulfide, irreversible damage correlated with 

exposure time and sulfide concentration. At 10 μM sulfide corals were harmed after 48 h and 

at 20 μM sulfide after 24 h (Fig. 9B1 and B2). Coral death occurred very fast (within 15 h) 

when they were first exposed to anoxia at pH 7, and then to 20 μM sulfide (Fig. 9C). 

 

5. Discussion 

This study showed that the coral damage, which occurred quickly after the accumulation of 

organic-rich sediment on corals, is microbially mediated. Our hypothesis that sulfide, 

originating from sulfate reduction, triggered the killing of the sediment-covered coral was 

falsified. The death of corals could be induced within 15 to 48 hours, and the microbial 

mechanisms with the causal links to biogeochemical processes turned out to be more complex 

than anticipated.  
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Figure 9. The coral health status measured as photosynthetic yields of Montipora peltiformis exposed to anoxia, 
reduced pH and sulfide. All treatments are listed in table 1 (§ 3.4). The exposure times and recovery times are 
separated by a dotted line. A1) shows the anoxia treatment at pH 8.2 and A2) shows the anoxia treatment at pH 
7. B1) shows the 10 μM sulfide treatment, and B2) shows the 20 μM sulfide treatment. C) shows the positive 

and negative controls (PC and NC) and the additive exposure treatment. Error bars are omitted for clarity (n = 3-
5). 

 
The death of the coral depended on the amount of organic matter in the sediment covering the 

coral, which led to a combination of microbially induced anoxia, reduced pH and increased 

sulfide content. We showed that at anoxic conditions low pH alone triggered the initial dying 

of distinct spots of coral tissue of only few square millimeters in size (Fig. 1, 2 and 10). In the 

exposure experiment without sediment, but under exclusion of light, oxygenated seawater at 

pH 7 or anoxic seawater at pH 8.2 did not kill corals. But in anoxic seawater at pH 7 (without 

sulfide and light) corals were dead within one day (Fig. 9 and 10). Sulfide is not needed for 

initiating coral death; low pH alone kills corals during anoxia. In fact 20 μM H2S was needed 

to kill the coral within one day, whereas only 1-2 μM H2S were measured in the sediment 

layer after one day of sediment covering a dying coral. Toxic concentrations of sulfide were 
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not detected until later in the decay process. The sulfate reduction rates in the sediment layer 

on the coral were too low to generate sulfide concentrations that were actually measured, and 

certainly too low to kill the coral. Sulfide could therefore be excluded being the initial trigger 

for tissue death. But as discussed further below, it did play an important role in speeding up 

the killing process after little areas of coral tissue had died. 

We could falsify a few mechanisms that had previously been suggested to cause coral death. 

The exclusion of light by covering with sediment did not affect coral health within six days. 

The coral can survive without photosynthesizing for several days. Also oxygen depletion did 

not lead to damage of corals within exposure times of four days. Thus we can exclude 

suffocation and energy shortage as direct cause for the coral demise. It is well documented 

that corals regularly experience hypoxia or anoxia (Kühl et al. 1995, Ulstrup et al. 2005), and 

it has been shown that they can survive several days of anoxia (Yonge et al. 1932, Sassaman 

& Mangum 1973).  So it was not surprising that corals were able to handle anoxic conditions 

at seawater pH for up to six days (Fig. 3 and 9). Also sea anemones, close relatives of corals, 

can survive anoxia for several days to weeks (Sassaman & Mangum 1973, Mangum 1980). 

Thus they must be able to sustain energy shortage and then survive on fermentation, as an 

adaptation to anoxia. Indeed, sea anemones ferment during hypoxic and anoxic conditions 

(Ellington 1977, 1980). This can lead to a pronounced acidification within the cell 

(Hochachka et al. 1973), eventually causing severe cell damage (Busa 1986, Grieshaber et al. 

1994). We cannot exclude that during the initial killing process, end products from anaerobic 

metabolic activity, such as succinate, fumarate and lactate, may accumulate in the coral tissue 

due to the diffusional barrier of the covering sediments. They could exert additional stress, by 

reducing internal pH or because such end products may be more harmful at pH 7 than at pH 

8.2. 

Also an infectious disease process, e.g. by fungi and pathogenic bacteria, may be considered. 

Alpha-, Beta-, Gamma-, Deltaproteobacteria, Bacteriodetes, and Cyanobacteria have been 

reported as potential pathogens causing the Black Band Disease of corals (Carlon & 

Richardson 1995, Sekar et al. 2006). During this study molecular investigations revealed that 

in the sediments, which damaged the corals, no shifts in the bacterial groups upon enrichment 

with organic matter and with exposure time were observed (Fig. 7). On the other hand, the 

microsensor profiles showed that the microbial activity was clearly increased (Fig. 3 and 4). 

Hence the death of the coral occurred due to increased microbial activity of the dominant 

bacteria in the sediment on the coral, and possibly not due to specific pathogens. For the 

successful infection of the host tissue a quorum is needed, which might however be present in 

the sediments covering corals. Such a hypothesis of classical pathogenesis could only 
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convincingly be tested using Koch’s postulate. The infectious agent must be isolated from 

diseased individuals and able to induce the disease in otherwise healthy corals. Such an 

experiment would only be needed if our findings of the direct effects of low pH at anoxic 

conditions can be disproven. 

 

 
Figure 10. A) Overview of the oxygen, pH, and hydrogen sulfide concentrations at the coral-sediment interface 
in the sediment enriched with + 0.6% Corg. Measuring points were after 3 hours, 1, 2, 3, and 4 days of sediment 
exposure time. The percentage necrotic coral tissue of the entire sediment-covered coral area is listed to the 
corresponding measuring times (§ 4.1.2, Fig. 3 and 4). B) Summary of the simulated exposure experiment, 
where the corals were exposed to anoxia, pH and sulfide. The exposure times and the life status of the coral are 
listed (§ 4.3, Fig. 9). The arrows indicate that one day of anoxia combined with pH 7 was enough to kill small 

areas of coral tissue, and that sulfide from decaying tissue accelerated the damage to the neighboring polyps, so 
that the entire sediment-covered coral was quickly killed. 

 

During the sediment exposure experiment, oxygen scavenging and pH decreasing degradation 

processes dominated in the layer of sediment enriched with fresh organic matter. After 

accumulation of the sediment on the coral surface oxygen became rapidly depleted due to 

respiration of the microbial community in the sediment, and of the coral underneath. 
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Degradation of the plankton mixture in the sediment led to an accumulation of acidic end 

products and decreased the pH in the sediment. In the sediment not enriched with the plankton 

mixture anoxia or a pH below 8.1 was not detected. The mucus of the coral alone was 

apparently insufficient to induce degradation processes as observed in the enriched sediments, 

or the coral mucus could have had to a certain extent biocidal effects. The sediment covering 

live coral had a sulfate reduction rate of only 25% of identical sediment that did not cover the 

corals. Thus corals seemed to be able to repress sulfate reduction rates and thereby possibly 

prevent high sulfide concentrations. Indeed it was previously shown that fresh coral mucus 

inhibits sulfate reduction in sediments (Werner et al. 2006). 

The high H2S concentrations of 50 to >100 μM in the sediment layer on the coral, were 

measured only 24 h after the first signs of coral death and sulfide detection (Fig. 4 and 10). 

Although sulfate reduction rates increased upon enrichment with plankton mixture, they were 

too low to account for the sudden large sulfide fluxes measured with microsensors (Fig. 8, 

Tab. 2). Moreover, the shape of the sulfide profiles indicated that the source of the sulfide was 

not in the 2 mm sediment layer, but at the coral-sediment interface. Most of the observed 

sulfide therefore originated from microbially degraded coral tissue and coral mucus, both 

known to contain substantial amounts of organic sulfur compounds (Hill et al. 1995, Brown & 

Bythell 2005). The rapid consumption of the sulfur-rich tissue and mucus locally increased 

the sulfide concentrations at the coral surface. The concentration of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) in 

the sediment layer on the coral increased due to continuously decreasing pH, as the sulfide 

(S
2-

tot) equilibrium of H2S, HS
-
 and S

2-
 is influenced by pH (Kühl & Steuckart, 2000). H2S is 

known to easily penetrate tissues (Jacques 1936), and is thus probably more poisonous than 

HS
-
 and S

2-
. So sulfide poisoning killed the surrounding living tissue, already stressed by the 

exposure to anoxia and reduced pH, speeding up the killing process substantially. The result 

was the rapid death of the whole sediment-covered area of several square centimeters size 

(Fig. 10). In our exposure experiment without sediment, the negative effect on the coral was 

enhanced when the coral was first exposed for 12 h to anoxia at pH 7 and then additionally for 

3 h to sulfide (§ 4.3, Fig. 9). This confirmed that the defense mechanisms of the coral against 

sulfide were impacted by previous anoxia and low pH exposure. However, we cannot exclude 

that also products from e.g. proteolytic processes, such as biogenic amines, phenolic 

compounds, or ammonia could have added stress during sediment-coverage and speeding up 

the killing process.  

The observed almost linear sulfide profiles showed that in the sediment mainly diffusive 

sulfide transport occurred. The sulfide profiles gradually developed over hours to days, and 

thus a true steady state was not reached. However, for the quantitative analyses the production 
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rates were sufficiently slow to assume a steady state for each profile. The decrease of sulfide 

in the sediment layer after three days (Fig. 4) indicates that the sulfur pool of the coral tissue 

was depleted. Black spots on the sediment surface as well as white filamentous bacteria were 

observed during the experiment after the third and fourth day respectively. This indicated a 

sulfur cycle within this 2 mm sediment layer, including chemical and biological sulfide 

oxidation (Cline & Richards 1969, Kelly 1988). 

Related to coastal development it has been reported that after flood plumes and resuspension 

events organic-rich sediment covers reef organisms (Nemeth & Nowlis 1999, Nugues & 

Robertes 2003, Fabricius et al. 2007). This organic matter-rich sediment largely consists of 

labile high- and low-molecular-weight compounds (Santschi et al. 1995), similar to the fresh 

plankton mixture we added. From fresh plankton it is known that it releases dissolved 

organics, which are extremely bioreactive (Ohnishi et al. 2004), and that they immediately 

enhance the microbial activity (Harvey et al. 1995). Hydrolyzing, fermenting and respiring 

bacteria, such as Gammaproteobacteria, Bacteriodetes, and Fusobacteria are well-known to 

respond quickly to input of organics and to decompose polymers also under anoxic conditions 

(Jørgensen 2006). As shown in this study, consecutive microbial processes can kill corals 

within less than one day after the sediment accumulated on the coral, depending on organic 

matter content of the sediment. For coastal management it is therefore important to know that 

sedimentation of organic-rich material is particularly dangerous for coral reefs.   
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One phylogenetic reconstruction of 16S rRNA gene sequences recovered from denaturing 
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phylogenetic reconstructions of 16S rRNA gene sequences from cloning of sediment samples 

of the sediment exposure experiment I (SI. Fig. S3 A-F), the diversity-richness calculations 

from the clone libraries of the six sediment samples (SI. Tab. S1), the calculated rarefaction 
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curves of the observed operational taxonomic units richness among the six clone libraries (SI. 

Fig. S2), data on the characteristics of the sediment used in the sediment exposure experiment 

I and II (SI. Tab. S2), the TOC, TN, TP, Chla a and Phaeo content in the plankton mixture 

used for the enrichment of the Wilkie Island sediment in the sediment exposure experiment I 

and II, and the TC, TN and TS content in the tissue of the coral Montipora peltiformis (SI. 

Tab. S3), the graphic illustrations on changes of TOC, TN, TP, Chl a and Phaeo with 

exposure time in the sedimentation exposure experiment I (SI. Fig. S4), data on the 

characteristics of the natural sediment on the corals at the nearshore and offshore reefs in 

Australia (SI. Tab. S4), and the graphic illustration for the modeling approach (SI. Fig. S5). 
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The supporting information provides: 

1. The phylogenetic reconstruction of 16S rRNA gene sequences recovered from denaturing 

gradient gel electrophoresis of the sediment exposure experiment I – page 28 (SI. Fig. S1) 

2. The diversity-richness calculations from the clone libraries of the six sediment samples – 

page 29 (SI. Tab. S1) 

3. The calculated rarefaction curves of the observed operational taxonomic units richness 

among the six clone libraries – page 29 (SI. Fig. S2) 

4. Six phylogenetic reconstructions of 16S rRNA gene sequences from cloning of sediment 

samples of the sediment exposure experiment I – pages 30-36 (SI. Fig. S3 A-F) 

5. Data on the characteristics of the sediment used in the sediment exposure experiment I 

and II – page 36 (SI. Tab. S2) 

6. The TOC, TN, TP, Chla a and Phaeo content in the plankton mixture used for the 

enrichment of the Wilkie Island sediment in the sediment exposure experiment I and II, 

and the TC, TN and TS content in the tissue of the coral Montipora peltiformis – page 36 

(SI. Tab. S3) 

7. Data on the characteristics of the natural sediment on the corals at nearshore and offshore 

reefs in Australia – page 37 (SI. Tab. S4) 

8. The graphic illustrations on changes of TOC, TN, TP, Chl a and Phaeo with exposure 

time in the sedimentation exposure experiment I – page 38 (SI. Fig. S4) 

9. The graphic illustration of the curved and linear steady-state diffusive profiles of the 

sulfide concentrations used for the modeling approach – page 39 (SI. Fig. S5) 
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Figure S1. Phylogenetic reconstruction of 16S rRNA gene sequences recovered from denaturing gradient gel 
electrophoresis of sediment samples. These were exposed on the coral Montipora peltiformis or besides corals on 

petridishes (control) for 3 hours and 4 or 6 days. The numbers in the sequence name refer to the DGGE gel 
bands (fig. 6). The sequences were compared against sequences obtained from public databases and the 
phylogenetic placement was carried out using parsimony criteria without changing topology of the pre-
established tree using ARB software. The bar indicates 10% sequence divergence. 
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Table S1. Diversity-richness calculations from 16S rRNA clone libraries of six sediment samples covering the 
coral Montipora peltiformis or from control sediment in petridishes (besides coral). Clone library I was from 
sediment prior to the start of the experiment (stock). Exposure times were 3 hours, and 4 or 6 days. The sediment 
was enriched with three concentrations of plankton mixture, expressed in percent Corg of the dry weight of the 
sediment: + 0, + 0.3% and + 0.6%. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S2. Calculated rarefaction curves of the observed operational taxonomic units (OTU) richness among the 
six clone libraries I-VI. For details see table S1. 
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Fig. S3 A: Clone library I = stock sediment with + 0% Corg (figure legend page 97) 
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Fig. S3 B: Clone library II = + 0.6% Corg, 3 h, on coral (figure legend page 97) 
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Fig. S3 C: Clone library III = + 0.6% Corg, 6 d, on coral (figure legend page 97) 
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Fig. S3 D: Clone library IV = + 0.6% Corg, 4 d, on coral (figure legend page 97) 
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Fig. S3 E: Clone library V = + 0.6% Corg, 4 d, besides coral (figure legend page 97) 
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Fig. S3 F: Clone library VI = + 0.3% Corg, 4 d, on coral (figure legend page 97) 
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Fig. S3 A-F. Phylogenetic reconstruction of 16S rRNA gene sequences recovered from cloning of sediment 
samples from the sediment exposure experiment I. These were exposed on the coral Montipora peltiformis or on 
petridishes (besides coral = control) for 3 hours and 4 or 6 days. The sediment was enriched with three 
concentrations of plankton mixture, expressed in percent Corg of the dry weight of the sediment: + 0, + 0.3% and 
+ 0.6%. A) Clone library I: was the sediment prior to the start of the experiment (stock), B) clone library II: + 
0.6% Corg, 3 h on coral, C) clone library III: + 0% Corg, 6 d on coral, D) clone library IV: + 0.6% Corg, 4 d on 
coral, E) clone library V: + 0.6% Corg, 4 d besides coral, F) clone library VI: + 0.3% Corg, 4 d on coral. The 

sequences were compared against sequences obtained from public databases and the phylogenetic placement was 
carried out using parsimony criteria without changing topology of the pre-established tree using ARB software. 
The bar indicates 10% sequence divergence. 

 

Tab. S2. Characteristics of the Wilkie Island sediment used in the sediment exposure experiment I and II prior to 
the experiment start. SD = standard deviation (n=3).  
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Table S3. Characteristics of the plankton mixture, which was used to enrich the Wilkie Island sediment in the 
sediment exposure experiment I and II, and the total carbon, total nitrogen and total sulfur content in the tissue of 
the coral Montipora peltiformis. SD = standard deviation (n=3). 

 

 

 

Table S4. Characteristics of the natural sediment on the corals at different nearshore and offshore reefs of the 
Great Barrier Reef in Australia. SD = standard deviation (n=6-8). Bold numbers represent the higher average 
value of the both sites. 
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Fig. S4. Total organic carbon, total nitrogen, total phosphorous, chlorophyll a and phaeophytin concentrations in 

sediments covering corals and in control sediments (besides coral) during the sediment exposure experiment I. 
Exposure times were 3 hours, 1, 2, 3 and 4 or 6 days. The sediment was enriched with three concentrations of 
plankton mixture, expressed in percent Corg of the dry weight of the sediment: + 0%, + 0.06%, + 0.3% and + 
0.6% Corg. Error bars represent the standard deviation of 4 replicate measurements (n=4). 
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Fig. S5. Steady-state diffusive profiles of H2S concentrations, c(z), calculated from Eq. (2) (solid line), assuming 
zero concentration at the top of the diffusive boundary layer (z=–zDBL), zero flux at the bottom of the sediment 

layer (z=zS), and homogeneously distributed sulfate reduction rate in the sediment (SRR), and from Eq. (4) 
(dotted line), assuming zero concentration at the top of the diffusive boundary layer, zero sulfate reduction rate 
in the sediment, and fixed flux at the bottom of the sediment layer. In the curved profile all sulfide is produced in 
the sediment (between x=o and x=z). In the linear profile the entire sulfide flux originates from the coral surface  
(below x=z) and must be fed by decomposing coral tissue. 
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1. Abstract 

The oxygen dynamics and ventilation behaviour in Dysidea avara and Chondrosia reniformis 

(Porifera, Demospongiae) were investigated using oxygen micro-electrodes hot-bead 

thermistors. Both field and laboratory experiments proved the occurrences of anoxia in the 

sponge tissue that lasted up to approximately 1 h. Before and after the anoxic events, the 

sponge body was well aerated and contained similar oxygen concentrations as the ambient 

water. The onset of anoxia was not caused by the insertion of the micro-electrode into the 

sponge’s body but started at various times after insertion (1 min to 6 h). Strong temporal and 

spatial heterogeneity of oxygen concentrations was observed with replicate oxygen profile 

series across the sponge surface, though tissue close to an osculum was generally better 

oxygenated. The oscular outflow velocities in Dysidea avara were in the range of 0 – 0.6 mm 

s
-1

. The state of oxygenation of sponge tissue could only be partially attributed to its 

ventilating activity. Complex oxygenation patterns indicate a mosaic of different ventilation 

activities in the sponge. Ambient flow also influenced oxygenation patterns of sponges. 

Individuals with a functional aquiferous system regulated their pumping activity according to 

the ambient flow regime, while a small individual without osculum was passively influenced 

by ambient flow and became anoxic 39 minutes after ambient flow was stopped. Our findings 

show that temporal and spatial anoxic niches are found within sponges both in captivity and in 

the field, and are regulated by active (pumping) and passive (ambient flow) ventilation events. 

The variable oxygen concentrations inside the sponges will have great consequences for 

sponge metabolism, as well as for community composition and processes of sponge-

associated microbes. 

 

2. Introduction 

Sponges are sessile marine filter-feeders. They possess an aquiferous system, which allows 

them to draw water into their body, filter food particles from the water and expel waste water 

through their oscula, their outflow siphon. Sponges in nature have been shown to have various 

ventilating behaviors. Some species, such as Mycale sp., ventilates continuously whereas 

others sponges, such as Verongia gigantean, periodically stop pumping at random intervals 

(Reiswig 1971), possibly following an endogenous rhythm. Some species respond to physical 

disturbances. For example, Verongia lacunose reduces its ventilating activity to avoid damage 

to its aquiferous system in the presence of high sediment loads in the water (Gerrodette and 

Flechsig 1979). Microciona prolifera explants ceased ventilating in response to lower 

salinities and their aquiferous system was reduced (Fell 1998). 
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Through the ability of sponges to pump large amounts of water through their bodies, it has 

been assumed that the water within the body is oxygen saturated or close to it. However, 

anoxia has now been reported in several sponge species kept in captivity. Examples include 

Geodia baretti, a cold water bacteriosponge (Hoffmann et al. 2005a, b), its explants 

(Hoffmann et al. 2005a), Aplysina aerophoba (Hoffmann et al. 2008), Dysidea avara 

(Schläppy et al. 2007) and Chondrosia reniformis (Hoffmann and Schläppy submitted). 

 Oxygen is supplied to the sponge tissue by active ventilation and by advection driven by 

seawater currents (ambient flow), as the aquiferous system gives the tissue a certain 

permeability. This passive flow is driven by pressure differences and will be influenced by the 

sponge topography and of water current velocity. Passive ventilation is of zero metabolic cost 

to the sponge (Vogel 1974). Pile et al. (1997) found that Baikalospongia bacillifera ventilated 

less when ambient current was high. In the absence of ventilation or passive flow, diffusion is 

the only oxygen transport mechanism. Anoxia in sponges is probably due to several factors, 

most of which are still unknown. Absence of ventilation and low ambient flow are 

presumably important factors. Intuitively, the sponge should become anoxic if the combined 

demand of sponge cells and sponge-associated microbes’ respiration exceeds the input of 

oxygen through active ventilation, diffusion and passive flow (see Hoffmann et al. 2008). 

The presence of anoxic niches within a sponge is likely to influence microbial community 

structure and processes within sponges. The oxygen levels are a strong regulator for anaerobic 

processes. Typically, organic matter is degraded by the energetically most favorable process, 

which is aerobic respiration. The use of alternative electron acceptors, such as nitrate and 

sulfate occurs usually only under anoxic conditions. However, nitrate reducers and many 

sulfate reducers can nevertheless be active at low oxygen concentrations (Canfield and Marais 

1991). Facultative anaerobic microbes and obligate anaerobic microbes have been found in 

several species of sponges (Schumann-Kindel et al. 1997, Webster et al. 2001), suggesting the 

presence of either temporal or spatial anoxic niches within sponges. Fermenting bacteria were 

found in Ceratoporella nicholosni (Santavy et al. 1990), sulfate reducing bacteria in 

tetractinellid sponges (Schumann-Kindel et al. 1997), and methanogenic euryarchaeotes may 

also be present (Webster et al. 2001).  

Ventilation in sponges has been described in several species in the field or in laboratory 

conditions but how the temporal and spatial oxygen distribution in sponges is influenced by 

ventilation and ambient flow has not yet been documented. Microelectrode measurements of 

oxygen on sponges have been, to date, restricted to laboratory experiments. Therefore, we 

investigated the oxygen dynamics and ventilation behaviour of Dysidea avara and 
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Chondrosia reniformis both in the laboratory and in the field, and in the presence or absence 

of ambient flow. 

 

3. Material and Methods 

3.1 Methodologies 

3.1.1 Microsensors 

Clark-type oxygen electrodes (Revsbech 1989) with a 20 �m tip diameter were made at the 

Max-Planck-Institute for Marine Microbiology, Bremen, Germany and calibrated with a two 

point calibrations using oxygen-saturated seawater and oxygen depleted seawater made 

anoxic by the addition (to saturation) of an oxygen scavenger (sodium sulfite). Care was taken 

to obtain the zero value as quickly as possible as a protracted stay in the anoxic solution 

would have ‘poisoned’ the sensor, making it unusable. 

For laboratory measurements the sensors were mounted on a motorized micromanipulator 

(Fig. 1). The oxygen microsensor penetrated the surface of D. avara’s body easily, but the 

cortex of C. reniformis had to occasionally be pre-pierced before a microsensor could be 

inserted. Thermistor and oxygen measurement were carried out simultaneously and in a range 

of conditions: in an aquarium with flow-through natural seawater and in a well-aerated 8 L 

flow-cell, at a temperature of 20 
o
C. For static measurements (not profiles) unidirectional flow 

was produced using a standard aquarium pump, which re-circulated the seawater. The water 

in the flow-cell was aerated with an air stone, kept at a constant temperature. The sponges 

were not fed during the experiments. The micro-electrode was attached to a computer-

controlled micro-manipulator (Fig. 1). Static oxygen measurements were performed either in 

the tissue or in the osculum while profiles were always carried out in the tissue. A laminar 

flow-cell with a re-circulating mixture of artificial and natural seawater was used for 

experiments involving the manipulation of ambient flow.  

For field measurements, a diver operable setup microsensor equipment was used as described 

in Weber et al. (2007). In both laboratory and in the field 4 sponges were used to make 

oxygen profiles by lowering the sensor 3 times to 3 mm inside the target sponges. Those 

profiles were performed along a transect going from a haphazardly chosen osculum and away 

from it in 2 mm steps (i.e. first set of 3 profiles was made at 2 mm from osculum, the 2
nd

 and 

3
rd

 set at 4 and 6 mm from the osculum, respectively). Additionally, static oxygen 

measurements were conducted within the chosen osculum of the same individuals used for the 

oxygen profiles and the microsensor was left overnight. Only a selection of oxygen 
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measurements are shown here. They were chosen for their representativeness of a range of 

tissue oxygenation.  

 

3.1.2 Thermistor 

A hot bead thermistor (temperature sensitive electrical resistor) and recorder were built at the 

Max-Planck-Institute for Marine Microbiology according to LaBarbera and Vogel (1976). Its 

design allowed measurement of water flow speed in sponges’ osculum. The non-directional 

flow probe comprised a 1 mm diameter glass-bead-covered thermistor and an additional 

temperature compensation thermistor was sealed onto the distal end of a 2 mm diameter 

stainless steel tube in which the electrical connection led to the recorder. The apparatus 

functions according to the following principle: the bead is heated electrically and the heat is 

removed by the water flow created by the sponge. The energy needed to keep the bead heated 

is measured by the recorder and stored in the computer. To calibrate the thermistor, a 

cylindrical PVC block with a 10 cm deep circular grove (30 cm long) was made to rotate at a 

known speed with a motor. The grove was filled with seawater and the thermistor was held 

stationary inside the groove while the block moved in circles. Error was estimated to range 

between 2 and 15 %.  

 

3.2 Sampling sites 

Sponge specimens of Dysidea avara and Chondrosia reniformis were collected at several 

sites by SCUBA diving: 

1. from a coralliferous community (20 m depth) on the Montgri Coast (Catalan coast; 

NW Mediterranean Sea, 42º 3’ N, 3º 13’ E, Spain). 

2. at 10-15 m depth in Cala Montgo (Catalan coast, West Mediterranean Sea, 42º06.863' 

N 03º10.116' E Spain). The microsensor applications in the field also took place at 

this site. 
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Figure 1. Microsensor and flow cell set up, showing a specimen of D. avara (A) in the flow-cell (B) and an 

oxygen microsensor (C) controlled by a micromanipulator (D) connected to a computer (E) and a pico-ampere 

meter (F) 

 

3.3 Study species 

Dysidea avara is a small sponge with well defined conuli and inter-dispersed oscula (exhalant 

siphons) (Fig. 2). This species is a common Mediterranean sponge (Uriz et al. 1992), easily 

available (in shallow water of 4 – 40 m) and has desirable morphological characteristics for 

micro-electrode work such as a body made of a soft spongin skeleton (Galera et al. 2000). 

This species is of commercial interest due to its ability to produce avaraol and anti-

inflammatory compounds (see Chapter 1). Chondrosia reniformis is a Mediterranean sponge 

commonly found in shallow water and has a cushion-like appearance, with a smooth body 

surface and few oscula (Fig. 3). The body of the sponge lacks spicules but has high amounts 

of collagen fibers (Boury-Esnault 2002), which make the species of interest for commercial 

production of collagen for cosmetics or as nano-particle carrier (Swatschek et al. 2002) (see 

Chapter 1). A dense cortex sometimes precluded the insertion of the micro-electrode directly 

into the sponge body so a hole was pre-pierced in the sponge’s surface.  

 

A 

B 

C 
F 

E 

D 
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Figure 2. Dysidea avara with oxygen microsensor (A) in its body and a hot bead thermistor (B) above one of its 

oscula. The arrows point to the oscules 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Chondrosia reniformis, specimen with one (semi-closed) oscule (arrow) 

 

A 
B 
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4.  Results 

4.1 Anoxia 

The field measurements of oxygen dynamics in the osculum of D. avara, using a SCUBA 

diver-operated micro-electrode system, showed periods of tissue anoxia of 1 h (Fig. 4 a) and 

of 6 min (Fig. 4 b) in 2 out of the 4 studied specimens. Before and after the anoxic events the 

water exiting the osculum was close to saturated between 200-250 �M (Fig. 4 a, b). For 2 

other D. avara specimens in the field, oxygen in water stream exiting the osculum fluctuated 

between 120 and 225 �M and never approached anoxia (Fig. 4 c, d). 

 

 

Figure 4. Field static oxygen micro-electrode measurement in the osculum of four different D. avara individuals. 

The upper line indicates the oxygen content in the ambient water. Each data point represents a minute. A) 

showing anoxia for 1 h 04 minutes B) showing anoxia for 6 minutes C, D) showing fluctuating oxygen 

concentrations but without anoxia 

 

Under laboratory conditions tissue anoxia was found in 4 out of 12 specimens of D. avara and 

in 2 out of 10 specimens of C. reniformis kept in captivity under a variety of conditions. In D. 

avara, anoxic conditions were observed for 6 min (Fig. 5 a) and 41 min periods (Fig. 5 b). In 

another two specimens, suddenly decreasing oxygen levels followed by quickly increasing 

oxygen levels were also observed (Fig. 5 c, d). These sharp changes in oxygen concentration 
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where of ephemeral nature but occurred several times over 7 h (Fig. 5 c) and 17 h (Fig. 5 d). 

In C. reniformis anoxic events were observed for 1 hour and 42 minutes (Fig. 5 e, f). The rest 

of the time the water exiting C. reniformis’ osculum remained stable (150 – 200 �M). Anoxia 

started at random times after insertion of the sensor (1 min – 6 h). 

When profiles where carried out on captive C. reniformis (Fig. 6 a, b) and D. avara (Fig. 6 c, 

d) a clear differentiation was observed between well-aerated (Fig. 6 a, c) and poorly-aerated 

(Fig. 6 b, d) individuals. Poorly-aerated sponges showed diffusive oxygen concentration 

profiles with a boundary layer of 0.5 – 1 mm, and an oxygen penetration of 1 and 2 mm into 

the sponge’s body (Fig. 6 b, d). Conversely, well aerated sponges had no boundary layer and 

the sponge tissue oxygenation was close to those levels found in ambient water up to 1 mm 

into the sponge tissue. At 3 mm, oxygen was approximately 200 �M in both species (Fig. 6 a, 

c). 

 

4.2 Spatial oxygen heterogeneity 

4.2.1 Oxygenation and distance from target osculum 

Spatially heterogeneous oxygenation patterns were found in field measurements made on 4 D. 

avara individuals (only 2 shown here, Fig. 7). These replicate profiles showed some 

variability in the oxygen levels in the sponge, within the 3 - 6 min required to measure a 

single profile. Replicate profiles on the same location on the same sponge were sometime 

highly variable (Fig. 7 a, c). Nonetheless, a pattern emerged which showed that in proximity 

of the osculum the tissue was better oxygenated than in areas far from the target osculum (Fig. 

7).  

Under laboratory conditions, the high temporal and spatial variability in oxygen levels was 

even more pronounced than in the field (Fig. 8). Particularly near the osculum the variability 

was prevailing, whereas in areas remote from the osculum more reproducible oxygen profiles 

were measured (Fig. 8). High oscular flow speed (0.6 mm s
-1

) did not always correlate with 

profiles of well-oxygenated sponge tissue (Fig. 8 c, e). The reverse was also true: at low 

oscular flow speeds the profiles were not always approaching anoxia (Fig. 8 a, f). 
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Figure 5. Laboratory static oxygen micro-electrode measurement in the osculum of D. avara (A, B, C, D) and C. 

reniformis (E, F). Each data point represents a minute. The upper line indicates the oxygen content in the 

ambient water. A, B) D. avara showing conditions close to anoxia for 6 and 41 min, respectively B, C) D. avara 

showing repeatedly fluctuating oxygen conditions approaching anoxia E, F) in two freshly sampled C. reniformis 

individuals, showing anoxia for 60, 42 minutes, respectively 
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Figure 6. Oxygen profiles (replicated 3x) in the body of C. reniformis A) when the sponge was well oxygenated 

B) when the sponge was anoxic. In the body of D. avara C) when it was well oxygenated D) when the sponge 

was anoxic 

 

At a distance of 4 mm (midway) from the osculum, the most oxygen depleted tissue was 

found (Fig. 8 b, e). At this location, a steep diffusion boundary layer was occasionally 

observed (Fig. 8 b).  In two sets of profiles, a lag-time between the oscular flow speed and the 

oxygenation occurred (Fig. 8 b, f). When the first profile midway from the osculum was made 

(Fig. 8 b), the sponge had already stopped pumping (oscular flow 0 mm s
-1

), but the sponge 

had still had oxygen for about 6 minutes, the time required to carry out all three profiles. In 

another case, the oscular flow was high during the first two profiles near the osculum (Fig. 8 

f), but the effect of strong ventilation on oxygenation was only shown 2 minutes later in the 

last profile, which showed highly oxygenated sponge tissues. 
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4.2.2 Oxygenation and ambient flow 

Oxygen concentration in the osculum of a D. avara specimen decreased at lower ambient 

flow (Fig. 9). Exposed to unidirectional flow, the average oxygen content of the sponge 

oscular water was 5 μM (+ 0.37 SEM) below the seawater concentration (227 μM). 

Approximately once every two minutes, stronger deoxygenated water (150 �M) exited the 

osculum during approximately 30 seconds (see Fig. 9). Without ambient flow, the frequency 

of pulses of deoxygenated water increased to approximately one per minute, and the oxygen 

content of the sponge oscular water fluctuated in peaks between 105 and 218 μM (i.e. 9 – 122 

�M below seawater) (Fig. 9). Thus ambient flow increased the oxygen supply in the sponge. 

In an experiment with another specimen (D. avara) and when the flow velocity in the flow-

cell was increased, the oxygenation remained in the same range as originally but upon 

decreasing ambient flow, oxygenation in the sponge decreased until ambient flow was 

stopped (Fig. 10).  At that point, oxygen concentrations in the sponge showed fluctuations but 

returned to approximately in the range of original levels (Fig. 10). 

When the influence of ambient flow on tissue oxygenation of a small individual was repeated, 

another result was apparent. This individual lacked an osculum (and presumably a functional 

aquiferous system) and became completely anoxic in stagnant water. Upon switching off the 

flow the tissue became anoxic in 39 minutes. When flow was re-established, the tissue 

oxygenation recovered in 15 minutes to steady state levels (50 - 100 �M).  When this was 

repeated several times with various ambient flow levels it became apparent that the flow 

velocities above 0.9 cm s
-1

 did not further increase the oxygen level in the tissue (Fig. 11).  
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Figure 7. Field profiles in two D. avara individuals (Individual 1 = A, B, C; Individual 2 = D, E, F). A, D) away, 

B, E) midway and C, F) near an osculum. Open symbols = 1
st
 profile; grey symbols = 2

nd
 profile and black 

symbols = 3
rd

 profile 
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Figure 8. Laboratory profiles in two D. avara individuals (Individual 1 = A, B, C; Individual 2 = D, E, F). A, D) 

away, B, E) midway and C, F) near an osculum. Open symbols = 1
st
 profile, grey symbols = 2

nd
 profile and black 

symbols = 3
rd

 profile. The values in the box represent the oscular flow measured at the closest osculum to the 

micro-electrode. The first value correspond to the first profile, second value to second profile and third value to 

the third profile 
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Figure 9. Oxygen micro-electrode measurement in the osculum of D. avara in a flow-cell with re-circulating 

seawater, with the presence and absence of ambient flow. The vertical bar indicates oxygen content in the water 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Oxygen micro-electrode measurement in sponge in relation to ambient flow velocities in a large D. 

avara with oscula 
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Figure 11. Oxygen micro-electrode measurement in sponge in relation to ambient flow velocities in a small D. 

avara without oscula. The straight line indicated oxygen concentration in the seawater 

 

5. Discussion 

5.1 Anoxia 

Field and laboratory static oxygen measurements within the tissue of both D. avara and C. 

reniformis specimens revealed that those sponges underwent periods of anoxia. The anoxia 

was therefore not a consequence of potentially unfavorable sponge laboratory conditions, as 

D. avara showed the same pattern of oxygen dynamics and oxygen distributions in both the 

laboratory and in undisturbed field conditions (Fig. 4, 5).  The onset of anoxia was not 

induced by the sensor measurements, but occurred random times after insertion (Fig. 4, 5). 

For these reasons, we feel confident that our results show a realistic picture of the occurrence 

of anoxia in both target species. These times of low oxygenation seem to occur commonly 

and appear to be part of the sponge functioning.  

That sponges can have anoxia has been observed previously in a variety of species (Hoffmann 

et al. 2005a, b, Schläppy et al. 2007, Hoffmann 2008). However, our data shows that 

oxygenation is heterogeneous across the sponge, that oxygenation is most intense near an 

osculum, so that more remote areas are not as well oxygenated and must even rely on 

diffusion. Ventilation is the main oxygenation process and seems to be alternately active in 

different zones of the sponge.  It is possible that the set of choanocyte chambers and canals 
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leading to an osculum function as an independent unit (as an autonomous module). 

Observations made in the field (Mendola unpublished data) and in the laboratory (Schläppy 

unpublished data) showed that one osculum can be totally inactive while the neighboring 

osculum has a high oscular flow rate. This also supports the idea of modular functioning of D. 

avara. Our data indicate that oxic and anoxic zones can be present at various locations across 

the sponges and that the change from aerobic to anaerobic and vice-versa is occurring 

abruptly and not gradually. This means that within the deeper layers in sponges a highly 

dynamic oxygen regime is present, to which the bacterial populations must be adapted in 

order to pertain. 

 

5.2 Oxygenation and distance from target osculum 

Oxygen profiles carried out away, midway and close to an osculum showed highly variable 

tissue oxygenation patterns in space and time (Fig. 7, 8). The expectation of oxygenation 

being a function of the distance to a target osculum was met in the field (Fig. 7) but less so in 

the laboratory (Fig. 8). Oxygenation patterns were not, as might have been expected, the most 

oxygen depleted away from the osculum (Fig. 8). If D. avara really has a ‘modular’ 

ventilation patterns, then it is possible that our measurements were made in different units and 

are so variable for this reason.  

Oscular flow speed measured in the laboratory was sometimes related to how well the sponge 

was oxygenated, but not always. The presence of a lag time between ventilation and 

oxygenation is possible and would explain why ventilation and oxygenation data do not 

always match. In Aplysina aerophoba, the situation is very different and Hoffman et al. 

(2008) showed a clear relation between sponge tissue oxygenation and pumping activity. 

However, this species has a simple chimney-like architecture unlike D. avara which is more 

massive, often with many oscules, making it difficult to predict the architecture of the canal 

system. The tissue sampled with the electrode may have only been partially linked to the 

target osculum where the exhalent flow was measured. 

 

5.3 Oxygenation and ambient flow 

Another factor which influenced oxygenation patterns in sponges was the level of ambient 

flow and sponge ventilation behaviour. The larger specimens in this study showed the ability 

to modify their pumping behaviour according to the presence or absence of ambient flow (Fig. 

9), and according to ambient flow speed (Fig. 10). This implies that the sponges were able to 

detect the presence or absence of ambient flow and modified their ventilating behavior 
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accordingly, although we have no direct evidence as to the method of detection. Furthermore, 

the sponges reacted rapidly (within minutes) to a change of ambient flow magnitude by 

changing their ventilation. When exposed to varying regimes of ambient flow, the 

oxygenation within the body of a D. avara specimen fluctuated little (approx. 180 – 200 �M), 

as long as the ambient flow was above 1 cm s
-1 

(Fig. 10). However, when ambient flow was 

stopped, the sponge maintained oxygen concentration above 100�M within its tissues and did 

not become anoxic, suggesting a compensatory mechanism through increased ventilation. 

When a similar experiment was conducted with a small D. avara individual which lacked an 

osculum (and thus probably a functional aquiferous system), ambient flow had a much larger 

impact on the oxygen levels within the sponge. The cessation of ambient flow, in this case, 

resulted in an immediate decrease of oxygen within the sponge. Sponge cell respiration and 

probably the respiration of sponge-associated microbes at the location of measurement must 

have exceeded the supply of oxygen through diffusion, so residual oxygen within the sponge 

tissues was depleted within 39 minutes. Varying levels of ambient flow did not make a 

substantial change in the maximum level of oxygen content within the sponge tissue (Fig. 11), 

suggesting that, above a certain minimum ambient flow, the benefits of increased flow are not 

proportional. Our results support Vogel’s findings (1975, 1977) that sponges can take 

advantage of ambient flow, which comes at a low cost to them. These results point to the 

importance of ambient flow to small sponges, for example explants (sponge pieces) often 

used for sponge aquaculture. 

 

5.4 Consequences of sponge tissue anoxia 

The consequences of temporal or spatial anoxic niches within the study species are several-

fold. Firstly, it allows the presence of obligate anaerobic or facultative anaerobic micro-

organisms in the sponge body. Such microbes and their processes have been found in several 

species of sponges such as Rhopaloeides odorabile (Webster et al. 2001, Hoffmann 2005b).  

Secondly, anoxic niches allow anaerobic microbes to become active. Whether anaerobic 

conditions last long enough for anaerobic microbial processes such as denitrification, 

anammox or sulfate reduction to occur remains to be investigated. Finally, the sponge-

associated microbes must be able to tolerate and be active even under rapidly changing 

oxygen conditions.  

By varying the internal oxygen condition within its body, a sponge may be able to maintain a 

diverse population of associated bacteria, which can potentially be used as a food source 

(bacterial farming) or as a means to reduce the prevalence of the sponge cell metabolic waste 
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products, such as ammonium. Alternatively, sponge-associated microbes may simply take 

advantage of an inherent behaviour - the periodic shutting down of the ventilating activity. In 

order to investigate this further, the presence or absence of key anaerobic microbial processes 

should be assessed in these two species of sponges and the mechanisms triggering ventilation 

understood. Only then could the interactions between the oxygenation of the sponge host and 

the metabolic activity of its associated microbes be elucidated. 
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1. Introduction 

For the calculation of Stot from hydrogen sulfide microsensor signals, the dissociation 

constant pK1 is needed. Also for the calibration of the H2S microsensor in a medium with a 

pH > 4 the pK1 is necessary for H2S concentration calculations. Hence its accuracy is 

important for a precise determination of S(II)-species. Here we describe and discuss the pK1 

problems and suggest a new calibration protocol. 

Hydrogen sulfide is one component of the sulfide equilibrium system: 

 

(1) Stot
2�[ ] = H2S[ ] + HS�[ ] + S2�[ ]  

 

Presence and concentration of the S(II)-species depend on the dissociation constants K1  

H2S
H2O

� � � � HS� + H +( )  and K2
 HS� H2O

� � � � S2� + H +( ). The equilibrium is influenced by 

pH, ionic strength and temperature of the medium (Kühl & Steuckart, 2000) (Fig. 1). The pK 

is the negative logarithm of this dissociation constant K.  

 

pK1

14

pK1pK1

14

 

Figure. 1. S(II)-species percentage as a function of pH at given ionic strength and temperature with the negative 

logarithm (pK1) of the dissociation constants K1 HS� H2O� � � � S2� + H +( ) . (Kühl & Steuckart 2000). 

 

The H2S concentration at a given total S(II) concentration (Stot 
2-

) can be calculated as 

 

(2) H2S[ ] = Stot
2�[ ] ÷ 1+

K1

H3O
+[ ]

+
K1K2

H3O
+[ ]

2

� 

� 

� 
� 

� 

� 

	 
	 
 

 

For pH < 9, as is the case in most natural systems, the dissociation of HS
-
 to S

2-
 is negligible 

and the equation can be simplified to: 
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(3) H2S[ ] = Stot
2�[ ] ÷ 1+

K1

H3O
+[ ]

� 

� 

� 
� 

� 

� 

	 
	 
;   K1 =10�pK1  

 

In solutions with pH < 4, also the dissociation of H2S to HS
-
 is negligible and the equation can 

further be simplified to: 

 

(4) H2S[ ] = Stot
2�[ ]  

 

For the calculation of equation (3) the pK1 and the pH (=-log [H3O
+
]) need to be known 

(Jeroschewski et al. 1996). The pH can be measured and the pK1 can be calculated according 

to Millero et al. (1988) using the following equation: 

 

(5) pK1
*

= �98.080 + 5765.4 ÷ T +15.04555 � ln T( ) + �0.157 � S0.5( )( ) + 0.0135 � S( ) 

 

where T is the temperature in Kelvin (0 K = 273.15°C) and S is the salinity (Fig. 2). It is very 

important to note that this equation is only valid for seawater! For media with another ionic 

composition respectively ionic strength, refer to further literature and see part 3). Therein the 

problems of the correct pK1-determination are elucidated and solutions are presented. 

 

 

Figure 2. pK1-values for H2S concentrations at certain temperatures and salinity using the equation from Millero 

et al. (1988).  

 

The hydrogen sulfide microsensor is an amperometric type miniaturised sensor (Jeroschewski 

et al. 1996, Kühl et al. 1998) measuring H2S partial pressure: H2S gas penetrates the silicon 
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membrane of the sensor tip and is converted to HS
-
-ions in an alkaline electrolyte. 

Ferricyanide oxidizes this HS
- 

to sulphur and ferrocyanide is formed. The ferrocyanide is 

reoxidized at the anode of the sensor tip. The resulting current corresponds to the H2S 

concentration. 

The electrolyte is photosensitive, mainly to UV and blue light (www.unisense.com). The 

detection limit of a new sensor is about 0.1 μM. The sensor signal is linear in a concentration 

range between 0-300 μM H2S and becomes non-linear at concentrations > 300 μM. In the 

linear range a 2-3 point calibration of the microsensor is sufficient, whereas in the non-linear 

range a more precise calibration is recommended.  

 

According to literature and the Unisense manual of July 2003 (the reader should know that 

the current Unisense manual is modified), it was suggested to calibrate the H2S sensor in a 

100-200 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7-7.5). Increments of a stock solution (100-500 mM Stot) 

were added to a known volume of degassed buffer. Subsamples were taken and fixed in 2% 

ZnAc after each calibration step. Stot was determined photometrically (Cline 1969, Budd & 

Bewick 1952) and H2S concentration was calculated using equation (3). Usually the pK1 = 

7.05 was used as it was done by previous authors (Wieland & Kühl 2000, Kühl & Jørgensen 

1992). Doing so, we discovered a discrepancy between Stot concentrations measured with H2S 

microsensors and Stot concentration measured in the pore water with analytical methods. 

As a consequence we decided to determine the precise pK1 for the phosphate buffer we had 

used for the calibration of the microsensor using the 2-way-calibration-method” (§ 3). Then 

we compared results obtained using the defined pK1 6.9 (see ** in Tab. 1 and § 3) with those 

of the previously used pK1 = 7.05 (see * in Tab. 1) and revealed up to ± 30% deviance in the 

final H2S concentration. A pK1-offset of 0.05 leads to over- or underestimation of 8.9% ± 1.2 

(SD) and an offset of 0.1 pK1 units to 17% ± 1.7 (Tab. 1) of the measured H2S concentration. 
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Table 1. The effect on the final H2S concentration using over-/underestimated pK1 values for the H2S 

microsensor calibration (using a phosphate buffer, pH 7.5). 

 

 

 *  pK1 literature value for phosphate buffer calibration 

 ** pK1 determined "2-way-calibration-method" 

 

In the following we describe: 

2.1) The H2S microsensor calibration protocol, which we suggest to use from now on. 

2.2) Data showing the effect on H2S microsensor sensitivity and/or measuring accuracy of: 

2.2.1) degassing; 2.2.2) salinity/ionic strength; 2.2.3) temperature; 2.2.4) pH; 2.2.5) 

a) temperature and salinity on the pK1 using formula (4) and b) pH on the H2S 

concentration using equation (3). 

2.3) The “2-way-calibration-method” for the pK1-determination of any given solution.  

 

2. Material, Methods & Results 

2.1 Calibration protocol 

We suggest performing the calibration of the H2S microsensor in a subsample of the solution 

where measurements will be carried out (further referred to as calibration solution, e.g. 

seawater with salinity 36). If the calibration solution is acidified to pH < 4 no pK1 is needed 

for the calibration. 

1. Get a H2S microsensor started (see also www.unisense.com).  

2. The calibration should be performed under in situ conditions: in the calibration 

solution the same temperature and salinity (respectively ionic strength) should be 

maintained as will prevail during your measurements (see 2.2 and Fig.3). 

3. The calibration solution is acidified with HCl to a pH < 4; as it is most probably not a 

buffered medium and you will add a base as stock solution (Na2S) it is better to 

acidify to a pH < 2.  

4. A defined volume (e.g. 100 ml) of the calibration solution is put on a stirrer (degassing 

is not needed (see 2.1 and Fig.3), the sensor inserted and the signal detected. 

5. 2-4 times increments (e.g. 100 μl) of a 100-500 mM Na2S stock solution are added, 

shortly and gently (!) stirred (no teflon stirrer) for mixing, and subsamples and sensor 
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readings are taken between each addition. Consider that at pH < 4 all S(II) in form of 

H2S gas and can easily be flushed out by vigorous stirring! A subsample (e.g. 100 �l) 

of the calibration solution is fixed in 2% ZnAc (e.g. 5 ml) so that an end concentration 

of 20-50 �M is reached. Subsamples can be stored in the dark and cold (4°C) for 

several weeks. 

6. The pH in the medium must be checked after the calibration. It maximally should be 

3.9; this is important because only in this case H2S= Stot (see formula (4)). 

7. Stot of the subsamples is measured photometrically (Cline, 1969; Budd and Bewick, 

1952). Results correspond directly to the H2S signal measured with the H2S 

microsensor (see equation (4)). 

 

2.2 Data on the H2S sensor sensitivity and measurement accuracy 

2.2.1 We tested if the calibration solution needs to be anoxic. For that a calibration 

according to the new calibration protocol (see § 2.1) with degassed (N2-flushed) and air-

saturated seawater (salinity 36, pH 2.5) was done. 

Because the sensor signal remains constant during the calibration degassing of the 

calibration solution is not needed (Fig. 3). Half lifetime of H2S depends on pH, 

temperature and ionic strength and is circa 24 h in air saturated seawater (salinity 36) 

(Millero et al. 1987).  

 

2.2.2 We tested if the new H2S microsensor calibration is salinity (respectively ionic strength) 

sensitive. For that a calibration was carried out in 100 ml (pH 2.5): a) deionised water 

(salinity 0), b) seawater (salinity 36), c) deionised water + 15 g NaCl (salt was added to 

simulate a hypersaline medium = salinity 150) and d) seawater + 15 g NaCl (salinity 186). 

In our tests the microsensor signal in the calibration solutions with salinity 150 and 

186 was strongly affected (Fig. 3). Further our data showed that the ionic strength 

difference from e.g. deionised water compared to e.g. phthalate buffer (phthalate 

buffer = 0.1 M potassium hydrogen phthalate solution adjusted to a pH 2.2 - 4 by HCl 

addition) is also reflected in the sensor signal (Fig. 4).  
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Figure. 3. H2S microsensor calibrations at 21°C in seawater (SW) and deionised water (DW) with various 

salinities, air and N2 flushed.  

 

2.2.3 We tested if the new H2S microsensor calibration is temperature sensitive. For that a 

calibration at two different temperatures (15 and 23°C) was carried out with: a) phosphate 

buffer (pH = 7.5), b) phthalate buffer (pH < 4) and c) 10 mM HCl. 

As stated in the original reference (Jeroschewski et al. 1996), we confirmed that the 

H2S microsensor is temperature sensitive. Thus it is important to perform the 

calibration at in situ temperature (Fig. 4). 

 

 

Figure 4. H2S microsensor calibrations at two different temperatures (15 and 23°C) with a) 200 mM phosphate 

buffer pH = 7.5 (PB), b) phthalate buffer pH 3.8 (PHT) and c) 10 mM HCl as calibration solutions. 

 

2.2.4. We tested if the new H2S microsensor calibration is pH sensitive. For that a stepwise 

acidification of the calibration solution (here seawater salinity 36) from pH 3.9 to pH 1 was 

done. 

The microsensor signal stayed constant; hence it is not influenced by the decreasing 

pH (data not shown). 
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2.2.5 We calculated a) the pK1-deviance of imprecise temperature and salinity measurements 

when using equation (5) and b) the H2S concentration deviance of imprecise pH 

measurements using equation (3). 

a) Temperature offset ± 1°C affects the pK1 in the first decimal. The effect of salinity 

is strongest at low salinity. An offset between salinity 5 and 18 changes the pK1 in the 

first decimal, but at salinity values > 18 in the second and > 33 in the third decimal 

only (Tab. 2). Even though the effect is little, using formula (5) it should be aimed to 

measure temperature and salinity with an accuracy of ± 1 unit. As shown in the 

introduction and Tab. 1 a pK1 deviance in the second decimal already can have a sever 

effect on the H2S concentration. 

b) A pH offset of ± 0.05 units at e.g. pH 7.5 leads to an over-/underestimation of 8.9-

9.5% (see * in tab. 3) and an offset of ± 0.1 pH unit to 17.1-19.7% (see ** in tab. 3) 

deviance of the measured H2S concentration. The deviance decreases with higher pH. 

However using equation (3) pH measurements should be aimed at best accuracy 

possible. Because of this we suggest to use the calibration protocol described above 

(see § 2.1). 

 

Table 2. pK1-deviance caused by imprecise temperature and salinity measurements using the equation (5) from 

Millero et al. (1988). Note that the equation is for seawater salinity 5 – 40 at 5 – 25°C only! 
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Table 3. H2S concentration deviance caused by imprecise pH measurements using the equation (3) from 

Jeroschewski et al. (1996). 

 

* Resulting H2S concentration deviance with an offset of 0.05 pH unit offset 

** Resulting H2S concentration deviance with an offset of 0.1 pH unit offset 

 

2.3 Determination of pK1 using the “2-way-calibration-method” 

(e.g. 200 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.5, 23°C) 

In case you used the phosphate buffer or another solution with pH >4 for the calibration of 

the H2S sensor, and you are unsure about the correct pK1, we suggest to determine the pK1 

afterwards using the following protocol. 

Theory: Two calibrations in 2 different calibration solutions (here called: calibration 

solution I and II) are carried out with the same microsensor, and then the pK1 is 

calculated. For this the calibration solution I must have the same properties (salinity/ionic 

strength, pH, temperature) as the solution you formerly calibrated in. In calibration 

solution I S(II) exists as H2S + HS
-
. Calibration solution II must be prepared as suggested 

in the new calibration protocol (salinity, ionic strength and temperature as in the solution 

you have measured in, acidified to pH < 4) all S(II) is in the form of H2S (see Fig.1); by 

adding exactly the same concentration of stock solution in both calibration solutions, the 

sensor signal that is corresponding to the HS
-
 concentrations in solution I can be 

calculated. The sensor signal corresponding to the H2S concentration is known from the 

calibration in solution II, because the Stot corresponding to this sensor signal can be 

determined photometrically. The relation of the amount of H2S/HS
-
 determines the pK1 

and can be calculated by combining the calibration I and II (see Tab. 4).  

Practical application: 

1. Get a fresh H2S microsensor started (Unisense.com).  

2. Take 100 ml of the formerly used calibration solution (here calibration solution I = 

200 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5) and measure the pH as precise as possible (check 

the temperature settings and calibrate the pH probe). 
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3. Perform a 3-4 point calibration, fixate subsamples for later Stot determination (see § 

2.1) and check the pH again. 

4. Take 100 ml of the calibration solution II with equal ionic strength as the medium you 

have measured in (here seawater salinity 36) and acidify it with HCl to pH < 2 (the pH 

has to be < 4 for the whole calibration procedure, thus to assure a pH < 4 also after the 

addition of the Na2S stock a pH of < 2 is recommended).  

5. Perform a 3-4 point calibration (with the same microsensor and at the same 

temperature!), take subsamples for later Stot determination and check the pH again. 

6. To make both calibrations comparable you now have to calculate how much Stot 

would be present in the different calibration solutions if the sensor signals in both 

calibrations would be identical (Tab. 4). For this (i) calculate the regression of 

calibration solution I (here phosphate buffer) and then (ii) calculate the Stot at the 

corresponding sensor signals from the calibration solution II.  

7. Now you can use equation (3) with the pK1 as the only unknown variable: The Stot and 

pH are known, and the pK1 needs to be fitted until the value for Stot matches the value 

you measure in your calibration solution I. 

Note: usually the pH cannot be measured more accurately than the first decimal (see § 

2.2.4). Thus we suggest using a pK1 value with the accuracy of one decimal only! 

 

Table 4. The pK1-determination of a given solution using the “2-way-calibration-method”. 

  

 

 

Further possibilities for pK1 determination were suggested and used: 

• Titration (de Beer & Lichtschlag) 

• Calibration with phosphate buffers at different pH and the common intercept 

corresponds to the pK1 (Jansen & Weber) 
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3. Conclusions & Recommendations 

When doing your measurements/experiments always measure pH, temperature and ionic 

strength/salinity as precise as possible. Be aware of the potential over-/underestimation 

caused by imprecise temperature, salinity and/or pH measurements, when  

a) determining the pK1 with the equation (5) of Millero et al. (1988) 

b) doing the H2S calibration with a solution pH > 4 (not recommended by the authors!) 

using the equation (3) of Jeroschewski et al. (1996) 

c) calculating  Stot concentration using the equation (3) of Jeroschewski et al. (1996). 

Precise pH measurements can usually be done accurately to the first decimal. That is why 

pK1-values should be used with one decimal only. After all we suggest avoiding calibration in 

solutions with pH > 4; then the pK1 can be neglected for the calibration. Anyhow always 

consider to measure pK1 directly, if you are unsure about the calculations and literature. 

Also measuring salinity needs to be thought through carefully. The most accurate 

measurement method is conductivity. However when working with seawater salinities 5 – 40 

we consider a refractometer, calibrated against normal seawater, as sufficient. Other solutions 

than seawater need further investigations and are not covered within this study. 

Take care using H2S microsensors under “abnormal” conditions like hypersaline, hyperbaric, 

or very high temperature and check the sensor for its sensitivity if uncertain. Researchers 

interested in measuring under high pressure should consult the literature of e.g. Carroll and 

Mather (1989). If you work with hypersaline media, check Gamsjäger & Schindler (1969), 

Wieland & Kühl (2000), and for high temperature check Barrett et al. (1988), Hershey et al. 

(1988), Millero (1986) and Millero & Hershey (1989). In order to determine the threshold at 

which salinity and/or ionic strength values affect the microsensor signal, further tests are 

needed. However we strongly recommend calibrating in the same solution/medium, as where 

the measurements will be done.  

Further, all H2S microsensor users should consider mentioning the potential percentage 

deviance of the H2S concentration of their results. We suggest that this provides all of us with 

a better understanding on the difficulties of H2S microsensor measurements, but also on the 

absolute and relative values of the published H2S data. 
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Conclusion and Outlook 

 

Based on the previous chapters of this thesis we conclude that bacteria are important for the 

harmful effects of sediment on reef-building warm-water coral colonies during sediment 

exposure. Our research demonstrated that the exposure to organic-rich fine sediment is 

particularly dangerous for coral reefs, and that the demise of sediment-covered corals is 

mediated by microbial activity.  

We deduce that the broadest possible definition of sediment, “matter that settles to the bottom 

of a liquid”, is essential when studying sedimentation stress on corals, and in an extended 

view, also when studying its effect on other organisms. It could be shown that certain 

sediment properties and their combined effects do play the major role in the damaging of 

corals. Fine sand did not harm the covered corals, and silt only had negative effects when it 

was organic-rich. As organic-rich sediments are also rich in microbes, it is to be expected that 

bacteria play an important role in the damaging of corals by sedimentation. We have proven 

that microbial activity causes damage on corals during sediment-coverage, and showed that 

the harmful effect of sediments increased with higher concentrations of organic matter in the 

sediment. Therefore, we conclude that a threshold of organic matter amount is needed in order 

to trigger the deadly microbial processes. It is obvious that the bioavailability of the organic 

matter determines how fast the microbial activity is triggered and how long it will endure. 

Based on our observations in the field and from experiments, we deduce that the amount of 

reactive organic matter, which is necessary to generate lethal conditions for the coral, is small. 

This is frequently observed during sedimentation events in areas affected by terrestrial runoff, 

but unlikely to occur during the sedimentation of resuspended organic-poor calcareous and 

coarse offshore sediments. Once initiated the deadly process is proceeding fast, within hours 

to 1-2 days, so that there is little chance for the affected coral to survive (Chapter 2-4). 

The observations that led to the hypothesis that hydrogen sulfide from sulfate reduction could 

kill sediment-covered corals were misleading. While studying the 2-5 mm thin sediment layer 

on the coral, we encountered a complex system where interferences of biological (microbes 

and coral) and chemical processes occur. The increased activity of organic compound- 

degrading microorganisms that reduced pH and scavenged oxygen was enough to kill the 

corals. And the increase in hydrogen sulfide from decaying coral tissue accelerated the killing 

process substantially. Although this study showed that the killing of sediment-covered corals 

is microbially mediated, the exact initial killing process remains unknown. It is possible that 

fermentation end-products are more harmful under lower pH than at seawater pH. As the pH 
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is a very important parameter for cell functioning, subsequent physiological studies on corals 

could reveal why pH 7 under anoxic conditions was lethal and could set off this chain 

reaction. We further suggest that decreased pH at anoxic conditions could also have impacts 

on other organisms, such as calcareous algae, sponges, or microorganisms, and that the 

occurrence of this phenomenon in coral reefs is probably underestimated. For example locally 

increased particulate or dissolved organic carbon concentrations could increase microbial 

activity, decreasing oxygen and pH simultaneously. We would test this idea with similar 

experiments as described in this thesis, i.e. by a combination of viability tests, high-resolution 

methods for microenvironments, microbial rates, and microbial diversity studies. This 

hypothesis should be tested in tank experiments first, and then the occurrence in the reef 

should be evaluated. Whereas the exact mechanism leading to coral death is not entirely 

elucidated, the important message for coastal management is that microbial activities 

enhanced from the degradation of organic matter kill corals efficiently. Thus organic-rich silt 

is more dangerous than organic-poor sediments (Chapter 2-4). 

We confirmed that the fresh coral mucus reduces sulfate reduction rates, and it was observed 

that the coral mucus alone was not enough to trigger lethal microbial activity on corals. This 

indicates that coral mucus has biocidal effects on microbial processes within the sediment 

layer. This possibly protects the corals against damage induced by microbes. However if 

concentrations of toxic metabolites from microbial processes increase substantially, or a 

quorum of pathogens has gathered, the coral mucus protection capacities will probably not 

withstand any longer (Chapter 4). 

Our results showed that first the oxygen scavenging and pH decreasing microbial processes 

dominated, and then with some delay substantially concentrations of sulfide were generated. 

Sulfide release exceeded the measured sulfate reduction rates, thus the degradation of the 

organic sulfur compounds formed a significant additional sulfide source in very early 

diagenesis. This phenomenon may be of significance in the degradation of plankton blooms, 

coral mucus, and plant material or, as in our study, of sediment-buried sessile organisms 

(Chapter 4). 

The existing calibration protocols of the hydrogen sulfide microsensor were critically 

assessed, and found to be in need of careful consideration. Suggestions for improvements lead 

to strong increase of accuracy. We think that the effect of extreme conditions such as high 

pressure or hypersalinity onto dissociation constants and microsensor functioning should be 

carefully investigated, as research on extreme environments becomes more and more 

important (Chapter 8). 
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The value of field measurements for complementing data obtained in mesocosms and 

laboratory experiments is obvious. Laboratory experiments may lead to artefacts, and thus 

wrong conclusions, but field experiments are difficult and costly. The observations made in 

the laboratory on the effects of sediment-coverage on corals and on the ventilation of sponges, 

were confirmed by direct measurements in the field. When animals are studied in their natural 

habitat they probably remain unstressed. Moreover, it is sometimes not possible to bring the 

samples to the laboratory, because they are too big (e.g. large corals), or others like corals 

with accumulated sediment cannot be sampled without destroying the thin sediment layer. 

Animals may behave differently in the laboratory, but also microbial processes need to be 

investigated under natural conditions as a comparison to lab-studies (Chapter 3, 4 and 7). 

In order to link lab and field data it is preferable to use the same technique. We developed the 

diver-operated microsensor system DOMS, allowing similar microsensors measurements in 

the field as in the laboratory. We argue that with the extended techniques presented here, 

more insights can be gained on different organisms and their interactions in their natural 

habitat. Specific habitats, as e.g. small caves, rock pools, or fragile/sensible ecosystems like 

coral reefs or microbial mats, are now accessible to the study with microsensors. And because 

research on changing environmental conditions by sedimentation, eutrophication, temperature 

increase, or acidification become of greater public interest, results from manipulative 

microsensor experiments in the laboratory can be complemented by microsensor studies in 

the field. Despite the fact that in situ work is much more difficult, time-consuming, less 

precise, more difficult to interpret and more expensive than laboratory work, it is essential. 

We need to assess whether concepts found in the lab are relevant in the field, and the 

increasing technological possibilities need to be exploited optimally to achieve this goal 

(Chapter 5 and 6). 
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